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The stage is all set and
thing is in readiness for the
Second Annual Meeting of the

: "
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ing preparations for putting ov
er a real celebration which is to
be held at Roy on that day.
Jt is true that we have had
our share of burdons in the way
our conventions
of' caring for
'
L!
1L
.1 ceieuraupns,
ana
nevermeiesa
for those reasons I feel that this
event should be the more fitting.
On nearing the close of our activities for this year, which has
been battle after battle against
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GLENN ANDERSON HURT
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WOODWAR IS NEW
PUBLICAN STATE "
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ter at this place.
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TVia School Board sold the
John Mori'ow, the democatic
View School Building
Pleasant
to
spoke
congress
a
nominee for
Tuesday
at public auctm.
full, house
Lucero Hall last
TVip
was bid in at a
hnilHinflr
last Saturday night. Mr. Morby
Trustees of the
the
sum
small
made
and
forceful
talker
row is a
ijhurcn ana
Union
View
his position plain to all his hear Pleasant
will
and
School
be used
Sundav
acersk .'He was handicapped on
count Of the lack of an interpre- as a community meeting house
ter as there was a, large number for the oublic, Church andin,Sun
the
present day School will be held
of
who did not understand English. building and it win aiso ve oisea
meeting placé.
Mr. .Morrow told his, hearers as á
purchased and
be
will
seats
New
just what he expected to try and
given a good
be
building
will
do
t Congess the
re
'paint
otherwise
and
coat
of
and we beieve gained many votes
owns
who
Breford
Mr.'
paired.
Morrow
has
while here. Mr.
many 'friends here who are the land where the building is
situated has agreed to deed the
working for his political
land to the new organization so
he will receive a storng
'
that.it will not be necessary to
VOte.
:; '':
.,
move the building to a new loca
tion.
Mrs. H. M. Belknap of Ancho
We are glad to see the commuNew Mexico, spent from Friday nity spirit prevelent among the
noon until Saturday noqn with people of this prominent commuher old friend Mrs. F. A. Roy nity and we are sure the Board
in this v place..' Mrs. Belknap bus done the riffht thine in turn
was on her way from an extend- ing the building over to the peoed visit with friends in Califor- ple for it will be a great benefit
nia and other western points . to them and to their homes and
Her visit was very brief as she it will do much to keep the comhad to return to her work at munity spirit in the Pleasant
View neighborhood.
Ancho Saturday.
,
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Spanish-America-
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The admission to the banquet
will be by ticket. The Tillage
.,, Dads are aiTanging a camp
ground in "the south end of
,
;
town near the city well house.
Water will provided .a$ this place'.
"convention will be held in
ihé Lücérb Hall . - The Masonic
H 'ílWíViiüsd be open to visitors
;
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'Silks

.

SMle
Ladies Grey Gloves

Men's Caps

Odd Lengths, Fancy and Light
Colors, Per Yard

Good Heavy.

Value

$i.oo

Winter Caps, an E xccptional

a

at
OC

14

$l;QO
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Pumps í

;
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Why not treat the wife to a
good Turkey Dinner at the
ELITE CAFE Sunday.

Quite a crowd attended the1' democratic caucus for Roy precinct last Thursday to choose del
egates to the County Convention
We failed to get a complete list
of the delegates, 24 in number.
Precinct caucuses have been held
in all the precincts of the county
the past week and 92 delegates-werchosen to represent the
various precincts at the convention which is convening in Roy
(tday) Friday.

e

Ladies High Heel Black Kid
Pumps

Men's Jersey Gloves

Mens ' Jersey Gloves, Regular
Special 6 Pair for
?

,

$L00

.

Regular

Vahie

Special 5

pair for

S1.00

Our Regular

3

amount of

We have a . limited
above items, so come early.

,.

Make our store your headqua
the Raod Convention V

for

$1.00
Value- -

10

-

15

Special

for

Coffee
tcrs dcring
,

;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

1

The

-

Oar,Famou& Pa'las Band Coffee
Special One 31bcan

$100

Flóérsheim Mercantile Gompainy

.

'
".

TO

N

.

HAVE NEW H031E

.

American has

Spanish

the pwners of the paper have

made, a five year lease with the
Floersheim Mercantile Co . , for
65 feet off the north ,end of the-- .
Floersheim warehouse which ad-

--

:

joins the street, just south of
the post off ice and will move into their new quarters about October 15th. The Floersheim
Mercantile Co have a force of
men at work on the building and
it will be entirely rebuilt and

made into a modern office buildThe machinery will all be
placed on a cement floor and the
engine will be placed in an adobe
building outside the main building. Plenty of windows will be
placed in the building to give it
ample light and a 24 by 28 office
room' will be arranged in front
of the building whicii will contain the linotype and stock loom.
The S. A. is continually striving
to give its readers a better paper each week and if we a a;
gives the support, that we feel
is due us we will make the S. A
an eight page home print and remember that it will be found always supporting the w hole mesa.
and especially Hardiag County.
We expect to remain a
paper and reservé .the right
to support the man; we i'tsel best
fitted for the office ' f ;

s

ing.

.

non-parti-á- an

'

,

;

Homer Holmes,
American,

.

Post Commander,
Legion. .. :,.

OFF FOR WICHITA: FAHt

$1.00

Seller Special 23 for

$1.00

$1.00

12

;

;

Chile Con Carne

Gold Dust

zlb Cans Red Salmon, 6 for

at

Size 12x18

Regular

Salmon

pair.

a

Barber Towels

Í Value

0

SOff

$1.00

'

"

;
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.PURCHASE PLEASANT
VIEW SCHOOL BUILDING

JOHN MORROW SPEAKS
TO LARGE AUDIENCE

del-egat- es

f

.

1

h

.

rand.wiU'bVüséd as a rest room.
All the different committees re-- lt
l" port that they have their work
Hk; weir under way and everything
will béin' readiness early Mon-- day morning for the big meeting.
:
If you have not yet received a
,
program, one may be had by
calling on or, witmg to the local
secretary, C .:' J . Hester .
Now, all together for a great
convention ana lets mane tne
.;
Texas-NeMexico Highway the
geatest highway in the state of
Texas and New Mexico.

if you have anyone in mind let
v
us Know apout mem .
couaRemember that this is a
onrh nna foul pniml- tv affair
ly interested, especially the
schools. We want every school
in the cunty represented ijn that
day', I wish to say to the schools
that you wiB hear from the coun
ty School Superintendont in re'
gards to this matter. "
Now lets all get together and
work together in making this a
real victory day.
-

;

"

that dav.

nrnmi'npnt. snonVfrsi on
)

:

í;;

.

battles.
Ti's true that the success of
this day is looked forward ttf as
resting upou the .shoulders of
men, however in
the
a3 much as we feel this sense of
duty and expect to make this day
a success, you must remember
that it is your day, in fact an
"all Americans' day.-- So teta
all get together, we want some

--

.

.

difficulties and discouragemeuts,
inore than ever I feel, that this
day offers an opportunity for all
to come together and enjoy the
victory not only of the great
world waifbut of our local civia

CHAIRMAN, SELECTED
News has been received in Roy
TODAY
that Glenn Anderson was seriously hurt at La Porte, Indiana,
last week while working for the The newly appointed Republi
Rumley machine works. Glenn can State Central . Committee
was helping to load a heavy plow met at the Supreme Court. Cham
on a truck when in some manner bers at the Capital Building in
the plow fell from the truck fall- Santa Fe- Friday afternoon and
ing on Glenn crushing him . He completed its orgánigatiQfl by elwas immediately taken to a hos ecting Hugh B' ' Woodward, of
f
pital at La Porte' where attend- - Clayton, as Chairman..;"
Other officers of the. Commiturg physicians are doing all they
can for him.- He is suffering tee arc Miss jlnná Pprtei-- ,
J 1' D . Sena,1 Secretary
from internal injuries besides
'' tion
? severe body bruises.
'u V...j!lJ:.
i;
Glenn is
'
Thin comes one of the'mbst a brother of Paul, Guy, Virgil
rne members oi tne
in addition to the aboye ofimportant parts of the program, and Ernest Anderson of , this
The Big1 Free Barbecue which place,, and 'a éon ot J: ;E; An- ficers who are'
mem. will be given at
1:30 and then derson of La Porté but who. is bers' 'are: F. A. Hubbell, Albu'
following this, will be races, first visiting his' sons here .'at this querque, Secundtno Romero, Las
.,
'. ';';:
Vegas, EdwarxJ M. Otero, Los
ta half mile relay race, three time.
strings, and a half mile horse,
Lunas, Reed Holloman, Santa Fe,
race, a one fourth mile horse
Mr. and Mrs. D. M.' Finely ;E. A.. Cahoon, Roswell, Orie L.
race and a two - hundred yard who have been on their annual Philips, Raton, Mrs. Jesus Ro' pony race, and then comes a ball
Old Albuquerque, H. B.
vacation at Two Buttes, Colora- mero,
Holt,-Lagame between ' Roy and Mos- do,
Cruces, Mrs: P. A. F.
returned home last week afquero, and at 8 P. M. will come
Walters, Santa Fe, Edward Sarter
enjoying
a very pleasant gent,
Chama and Mrs . Adolph
the big dance . A small admission vacation with Mr. Finley's
sisgames
ball
to
charsred
the
Clancy
be
will
Grizlachowsky,
Santa
ter. However they are both
Rosa.
and races, yes by the way, there glad to get
back
and
's
Mr.
will be a ball game Monday after
smiling face can again be
noon also.
The ELITE CAFE will serve
The information burpau will seen at the meat counter in the a Turkey Dinner Sunday Sept.
21th.
be located in the Post Office Roy Trading Store.
Building, and all visitors imd
will be requested to regis- i

1

1

.

.

PER YEAR.

0

With November, 11th, a little
more than a month away, it iá
time to begin planning and mak-

'

following day .
At 6:30 on Monday evening
; the business -- men of Roy will
give a banquet to the visiting
delegates and visitors. Plates
will be laid for three hundred
Addresses and toasts
V,' persons.
will be given at the banquet by
prqminent speakers including
Governor Mechem, State Highway Engineer, Gillette ánd Chas.
Springer, Chairman of the State
Other
Highway Copaniission.
speakers wüí also be present.
After the banquet a dance will
On Tuesbe given the visitors
day morning the Association will
ijieet promptly at 9 A. M. ,and
the first thing on the program
will be a report by the various
Then will come
committees
general business, election of di
rectors, selection of place of next
Annual Convention and then the
closing business of the

$

ATTENTION TO ARMSTIC
DAY

The different committees will be appointed during the
afternoon session so that they
may be able to report early the

'.

;

imé
'i

SUBSCRIPTION

-

'visitors.

.

"

'

'

íusT

'

Mexico Highway
which convenes in Roy
on next Monday and Tuesday.
The complete program con ' he
found in this weeks paper.
The first forenoon will be devoted to welcoming visitors by
the reception committee and at
meet10 A. M. the Intra-Stat- e
ing of the Association (The New
Mexico Division) will be held:
The regular meeting of the
Association will be called at 1 P.
M. and the regular routine of
business as outlined by the program will be followed as near as
possible'. The address by the
president, Hon. T. E. Mitchell,
will be given during the af ternoon as well as addresses by
other prominent delegates and

;
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'

i
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COUNTY.)

Getting hiere just the

V
'
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:

EVERY THING IN READI-- .
NESS FOR TEXAS-NEMEXICO HIGHWAY ASS'N
'

V
and with Firmness in the Right"

APER IN IIARDING

ith Chart ty for

Mr:: and

Mrs: W, H.

McCar-g- er

and Floyd Moms left Tues
day morning for. .Wichita, Kans.r
where Mr.. McCarger took a fine
exhibit ' from the - mesa to the
famous Wichita Fair. Mr. McCarger is in the real estate business here and believes in letting1
the people of the east know some
thing about what we. raise here,,
in the way of crops. He has a
fine lot of data which he will
give to the Fair 'visitors and
promises to give the mesa some
real advertiseent while away, on
his trip. Mr. McCarger is a
real booster and we shall expect
to hear of some good results
from his efforts.
:

Mr. and Mrs. Vernie Kenoyer
arrived from Kansas last week
and will spend thé winter at the
Scott home northeast
Vernie is improving slowly from
his recfnt iltoess and is abl tobe up and around most of the
tkr.e.

-

.

-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

t3

Klsex Tbey
ta tilt ti Efir
"I secocd ttatP siocted Jim Beüt,
roete 13 tzv to be resarreyed; tlal rislxg ecibssiasrieaUy. .
f&e swanips re laspesstble."
Half s miaste later tie notioa wis
He gUaced wfca aSected lavestig-tk- a declared carried vc&siaossly. sad ti
iiKrat tie uiie.
sbarebolders clustered sboat Wlitoa.
Mesas LarrEr worth wl2e t pat His eyes were fixed upon tbe door, acd
ttese qaestJons nailer present
be was listening for something.
fee said. "Est we ftocld lile
"Where's JoeP everyone was
t be lsf onsed way tie naifjwV
were not property cLecied- - We
Tbea tbe door opened quietly, and a
siosld like t fcixrw v Letter it is g girl stood ia tbe entrance. She
to pay cs to build a Use oat icto looked barCy more than s cbild. She
tids
.w&Seraess. and la bow was dressed la black; ber fair huir
many years? F5aa2y, we nisi t elcit was tuavbied about ber rack, sad ber
tie opinioa,
ocr iateres re bloe eyes were reddened sad
d.
la tie best possible Lands."
She glanced cacertalnly
"VVbit did yoor
U.Tt for. II about ber, saw WE toa, and ran to biax.
you feei tLttawij?" íiote-- tn oíd,
"Joe's deadP sie cried. "Will oh,
rotrtly dressed CL&a seros tie table.
TW Is exactly what I am trying: to A load cry broke from Pbayre. EEs
retorted Aasüa PLayre face was traaefonaed; bis lips were
tad ,"
blandly.
Mr. Belt
penait working with rage.
Too beard that? be eboated
TU tea ye why ye CI ItT yeTled
"Ton beard It? Joe Bostbe oii mm. rising to tis feet sad tock's dead ! Joe Bostock's dead 1 ITs
hkii-.his Est vigorously. Te want
put-c- p
scheme! We've teen tricked
to get control for Tota Bowyer. so as Into Toticg confidence la
sad be s
beH Live soother lice to baakrept dead! It's s fraud and a lie! How
Te kaow what we ail kaow, that old caa a dead man vote?"
Joe Bostock serer west back on bis
Tbe shareholders stared at him. His
friends yet If be says tbe line's
face was purple, and be seezaed sear
to pay, ITs
to pay. Te apoplexy.
know Joe and TO Cu-r- u tiers went
"Joe Bostocka deadP he raved.
up to look tbe line over. Give 'en a "And until letters of administration of
CtABCe"
bis estate have been granted, his
Jiai Beits, s famEiar Cgare In many power of attorney Is worth no more
western towns since be made a lucky than waste paper P
strike la tbe Cobalt region s few years
"Well, say. aiat ye forgetting' that
before, bad been one of Joe Bostock's tbe vote was unanimous?" grimed Jim
sttaefcest fries ds. He bad brought la Betts belligerently.
a good masy of tbe Investors. Tet
"We'll rescind It! WeH take fbs
aw be stood airaost alone la
vote again ! Mr. Chairman. I move "
of his friend.
"Thirty days notice of that motion
tbe line ain't oo good, what does under company lairs," said Betts. "And
Tom Bowyer want It for?" yelled tbe I gaess we'll have them letters of
by that time eh. Will 7"
exisper:, old man. "Did ye ever
kaow Bowyer want anything that
Eat Wilton, without a word, tumbled
wouldn't pay? Wait for Joe, boys ! Te at Kitty's feet
wont condemn a man when be slat
here to speak for blmseiíí Te all
CHAPTER VI
know Joe "
"D n Joe! I want my money P
An Unexpected Development.
shrieked aa Infuriated investor.
For weeks thereafter he was only
Acstia Pbayre waited calmly ata faintly conscious of bis surroundings
tbe bsbbab bad subsided. "I move, at intervals Once, roused by soma
Mr. Ch&inaaa, that tbe question of tbe iajectJoa, be was aware of making
a
Missatibl route be submitted to a com- brief deposition for ase at the coro
mission of engineers, to be appointed ner's Inquest, and once Molly's
face
by tbe directors," be said.
appeared, wet with tears, out of the
"I oppose re." shouted Jim Betts. shadows, and ber lips touched him.
"TO fgbt ye to tbe end oa that But be was desperately 111,
and it was
Atat ye bought every engineer la February before tbe crisis was past,
Manitoba, except Will Carra tiers?"
and be awakened. Intensely weak, but
"I beg to wcond the motion," said conscious, to realize that be was la
InvesFrank Clark, one of tbe satall
Kitty's house, and that "Kitty bad
tors, and manager of tbe bank.
been nursing him.
Jim Betts threw op bis arms draFeebly be whispered Ms gratitude.
matically. "Well, Joe Bostock, ye'J and assed forgiveness because he had
best burry," be remarked in a tone of not been able to keep his promise to
confidential coram uni cat! on. "Where look after Joe.
are ye, boy?"
"Ton did an that could be done,
A noise outside; the door was fiung Will," she answered. "It was wondervio'ectly pen, and Wilton stood In fully plucky, your bringing him to
Molly's bouse as you did. No one
could have done more."
He asked for Molly, and learned that
she bad gone home on the day after
he bad been brought to the house.
Kitty promised to show Wilton Molly's
letters when he got better.
"Then yoa know we are engaged T
asked Wilton.
Kitty smiled a little. "I couldn't
help knowing that" she answered.
"Tm glad for Molly's sake."
Wilton's mind bad been all bewilderment as be racked his brains
for a clue to Joe's death. Had he been
sure It was murder, be could have
gone grimly to work on the solution.
But there was always the doubt, the
paralyzing doubt that It bad been an
accident and that one of the
bad fired the shot
Tet Bowyer must have known of
it; Bowyer bad sent tbe impostors to
arrest bim ; be became more and more
convinced that Bowyer had learned
of Joe's death that afternoon at the
portage, and had devised the. arrest
to keep him from the meeting.
Among Wilton's callers was old Jim
Betts, to whom he extended bis confidence in s lare measure.
"Bowyer s guilty as h I," he declared. "Phayre mightn't have known.
guess be didn't But Bowyer knew,
A Noise Outside; the D6or was Flung I
Violently Open, and Wilton Stood when he had Phayre bring that motion forward, that Joe wouldn't rein the Room.
turn. Put that thought In your pipa
the room. And at tbe sight of him a and smoke it boy!"
"Jim," said Wiltoa, "I'm giving up
sudden, dead silence succeeded tbe upmy life to the Missatibl, because it
roar.
He was mud and blood from head was Joe's work. And I'm going to
to foot His face, covered with a bound' down his murderer, if It was
bristly, growth of beard, was white as murder."
"Aye, boy, and go cool about It"
a specter's, and the skin, drawn tight
as parchment over the cheeks, revealed counseled Betts. "It was crafty work,
but It'll come out Don't doubt it
tbe contour of tbe bones beneath.
Wilton strode to the table and flung And youH find them two snakes,
down a paper, "Mr. Bostock's power Bowyer and Phayre, under the brushof attorney, authorizing me to repre- wood. And maybe Clark, too," he
added.
sent his vote," he said.
It was the middle of February beHe turned to tbe shareholders, but
his eyes sought and held only Austin fore Wilton was allowed to leave tba
bouse. Nearly two months had bees
Phayre's.
"We've been to Big Muskeg!" be lost and during that time Bowyer and
cried. "We've seen It Jt can and Phayre, whatever their plaas might
shall be ballasted and crossed. No be, bad had a good leeway to develop
loop about It and no change of route. them.
"Kitty," said Wilton, "you know
Only rock, and more rock, till you
shall have 'a permanent way as stable everything is In your hands now. Too
as tbe New Northern's I pledge my control the line. And I know thai
word and Joe's I ask for your vote you'll stand by the line to the last,
because It was Joe's big dream."
of confidence.'
"Will, you can count on me to tbi
Austin Phayre, who had sat down,
sprang to his feet again. The ringing ead," said Kitty solemnly. Tve been
cheers which greeted Wilton's out- thinking a great deal about Big Musburst told bim to make a virtue of keg, aad I feel my own responsibility.
necessity. Wilton had swayed the I want to see the work, W1IL I want
meeting. The spirit of success flamed to know that you are succeeding. Aad
I'm going to live there."
In his flashing eyes and carried conviction In his manner.
"Mr. Chairman," be said In bis snav-eMcDonald's angry protest
tones, "In view of Mr. Carruthers'
and then a cry from Molly!"
positive statement that no change of
route will be necessary, of course I
am ready not to press my motion. I
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
will substitute a vote of confidence In
the present management of the MissaDally Thoughts,
And, gentlemen"
he
tibl company.
Any one thing In the creation la sufglanced about him and smiled "in ficient to demonstrate s Providence U
order to Inspire the public confidence, an humble and grateful mind. Eplo
I ask that it be unanimous."
tetas.
'
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V
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Continued.

"ría

tJI

goitig on to Clartoa. I'm fed-lo- ?
No, listen, Jloíly I I didn't
yoa. but my inn wtu svoHeo frorn

bttíT.

the baiidagí Tby bad tigiitetií-- sed
tí)f3 tbe tirculaüoo. I'm better
Uhout tbffta. Tin feriícg strvcgiir
and the pain's less. We can jc oil
We've got to go on."
--

Walk,

--

Well

Tbe three trotted their borses c? to

eoa

tbem, aod, catchis sight of tbe
discpoa tbe sleigh, tbe iMpert
mounted. He looked bard at wnzos.

and suddenly be recogtlxed tun.
"It's WC1 Carrotiersr be
staring lsto bis face ta

bewü-JenMT- it.

WDton pA. cp with aa effort. "Morning, Jack," be said wearily. "Tes, it's
ss McDonald.
Toa
L And here's
know ber. I'tiink?"

f

Tbe Inspector turned his paaled
g!acce ta tbe girl. Mechanically bis
baud went up to tis cap In salute.
Then be looked at tbe sleigh again.
"And tbis Is was Joe Bostoek." said
WJJtoa; and all at once, la tbe reaction from tbe Eervocs teuton, be fe't
tbe tears streaming down bis face, and
cotíd barfiy keep bis lips steady.
"My God V Buttered Qasln. "An

Wilir

said WUton, ri:ng
1th grit effort The dying anliDals
had wad to wbimpr, arid itared at
blra oat of their jrlsr.iDg eye. Outiside
the ywtvr wan drlftlcg down through
tbe lifie! braocbas, bat the wind
was dying away. It was late la tbe
walk,"

canie through tbe heaTy, lowering
cloud.
-Well go on," said Wilton.
And, going oat of tbe cback. be unfastened tbe cord of tbe sleigh that
held Joe's body, and took it In. bis
wounded band.

"Will, it's impossibler
"It may be. But I'll try. I can't
face Kilty otherwise."
Over tbe new snow the Journeying
was not so difficult in their snow-sboe-s,
bat the drag of the sleigh-rop- e
up tbe bills and across tbe corduroys
proved almost Impossible.
Their
progress was lnfinitesimaliy slow. The
Bight came down and shut them in.
And tbe nightmare of delirium clouded
Wilton's brain, peopling tbe world
with phantoms. He lived over again
cenes of the past, and always Joe
was of them. It was a nlgbt of unmitigated horror to Molly.
At every cache, at each shack, they
would stop, feeling the sheer Impossibility of going on, and sit huddled In
their blankets onder the lee, with the
drifting snow about them.
let always they went on again; unnight lifted.
til at Iat the
Tbe snow ceased to full; the dun
horizon was streaked with fire. And
lowly Wilton came back to full
never-endin-

g

They had .toiled up their highest
bill, and as they reached the summit
sight that they
they saw the
tirirt Aror ftcf-Yttr f: r TU'fiV U'ííRnnv- ton. over the plain, 'with its ugly
streets and bare, new bouses, and the
gaunt station" buildings, roundhouses
and locomotive shops.
They were white as shrouded bodies,
besmeared with grime, and Wilton was
caked with the blood that bad oozed
from his wounds and frozen.
"One last fry, iloHy." he said, "and
then they can do what they like with
tne. But It's yon who pulled that
trick, girl
mlnet";.
But, as he spoke he slipped to the
ground and leaned , bis shoulders
gainst the sleigh.
"Seven miles yet, and the meeting's'
at nine," he said. "I can't make It,
Molly. Tve tried. Tve fallen short
Just short A little later, Molly, I'll
try again. I'm going to sleep In the
sunshine."
Molly stooped over him, and It was
a harder thing than she had ever done
to try to drive the driven man furBut she knew that, having
ther.
staked all, Wilton would be content
with no less than the sacrifice of all.
"Hemernber Joe, dear," she said,
-and Kitty."
He tried to rise to his feet, but could
mind was quite clear,
nt. Wilton's
but his body, driven by bis will, bad
collapsed suddenly like a worn-ou- t
horse.
Three horsemen were' riding over
watched
the plain toward them. They
them In a dull apathy. - Even Molly
hardly cared any more, except for WII- ton. And be had done all that a man
could do.
As the men came nearer It could be
seen that they were of the Mounted

seett

wiar

"Sbot!"
snetkicg

sbonted WEl:a.

"Soase

datards bullet la tbe bush.

Shot at my siae! Tbe fcuSet broke try
ana after it had passed throtsgb Joes
heart, sad bis blood exd mise were
Ciixed twse'ber. It dida't ned that

for me to know ttat HI bound tbe
murderer if It takes me to lay dyiDg
day!"
"Joe Joe dead!" whispered Inspector Qoaia. half unable to realize
bad been a very UriEg pervmality
In Clayton. "And Bordered!" be
added. Then:
"Where are yow breeds?"
"Gone! But they dJdnt shoot Joe,
either by design or accident. Tbafs a
siory you Cfcn learn from Andersen,
cache."
at tbe half-wa"That's wbere we're bound for,"
said Quain. "We're looking for" .
"And by tbe way." said Wilton with
a mirthless laugh, as tbe relative unimportance of tbe fact struck bita, Tm
under arrest for having murdered
Joe."
Quain looked at b!m keenly, an4
then turned bis glance ppon Molly in
Inquiry. It was plain that be thought
Wilton was raving.
"That's true," said Molly, "A sergeant and a constable from tbe Pas
followed us up to Andersen's and
placed Wilton under arrest yesterday
morning."
Tbe Inspector rubbed his nose In
perplexity. "If Will had told me that
I wouldn't have believed him. Miss
McDonald," be said. "Describe those
policemen to me, please."
"The constable was short and dark,
stocky In build. The sergeant was fair,
with a long mustache "
"Bit of a squlntr
"A cast in bis left eye. His name
Is Peters.
The other one Is ramed
Myers. Ton know them, then?"
"I do," said Quain softly. "Peters
Is Jim Hackett, and Myers Is Tonquay,
a
from the eastern
townships. They were discharged
last year after a short time of service,
as soon as their records became known,
and they got away, taking their uniforms and equipment with them.
They're wanted for a cattle-stealinJob and impersonating members of the
So tliat ends that trouble,
force.
It-J-

y

g

W11L"

Quain nodded to his men to dismount. "Get the sleigh In to barracks
as quickly as you can." he said, "and
notify tbe coroner. I guess, a
extra leeway won't do that precious pair much good. Miss McDonald Will, old man, you' can manage
to ride In. can't you?"
Wilton, staggering to his feet, set
his fare In a ghastly grin. "I've' held
on," he muttered. "I guess I can hold
on for two hours more. There's a bigger thing behind this than you or I
know just now;. I'm going m ahead.
I'm all right, and you won't stop me,
Jack?"
half-day-

's

Austin Phayre, the president of the

Hnr.k of New North "Manitoba, stood
ui . table. He was a man of about
fifty, with a gray, waxed mustache, and
glasses. His manner was
pompous, and he was Immaculate In
with the expanse of
bis black
white cufl and tall collar.
"Mr. Chairman," he said,' "some of
us shareholders have requested that
the meeting be called In order that
may obtain certain informawe
tion from those best qualified to Imgold-rimm-

cutay,

part it, as to the prospects of the

Mis-satl- bi

line; concerning which disquieting rumors are afloat
"Ton have before you a statement of
our financial position. It Is not the
most satisfactory one that could be
Imagined.
Of a total capital of five
million dollars, nearly one-hahas already been disbursed. The estimate
before you provides for nearly two millions more to be distributed over gradlf

ing,

track-layin-

water-tank-

s,

tele-

and ballasting.
Meanwhile, unexpected difficulties have
graph line, bridging
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Molly recogo.

ft aeetasg:? fccjiaaaatiie
in the pain of tee Misaa-ti- M
ndlreod, Joe BoaMKav, boOder

Muafceej,

Ia tie fortaaws

Qila, tbe tcspector wbo was
la eocsmaad of tbe detaebment at Cay-to-

dead:

"JOE'S
STKOPSia.

Police.
nized
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From Stomach
Trouble

IS THREATENED
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re-po- m

:

Relief Is Found

STRIKE PEACE
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If

Irmrn

half-bree-
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RETURNING

MEN

DIS.

DEMAND

MISSAL OF
WORKERS.
NON-UNIO-

Hope for the millions of trnfortunate
men and women "wbo are victims of
stomach trouble Is sounded by William Hoylen, of 18 Spring St, Bristol.
Conn. Mr. noylea was. a victim of
stomach trouble In Its worst form, but
was completely restored to health by

taking Tanlac. He says:
"For fifteen years I had attacks of
itomach trouble, and bad been la bed
for three weeks when I got Tanlac,
but three bottles built me ap fifteen
SOME ROADS REPORT RETURN pounds, and made a well man of me.
I am now eating steak and onions,
TO NORMAL OPERATION
and feel Just fine In every way."
OF SHOPS.
Undigested food ferments In the
stomach and soon the entire system Is
Tanlac was deChicago. With the shopmen's peace filled with poisons,
plan threatened by outbreaks due ap- signed to restore the stomach to a
parently to misunderstandings and healthy condition and build up the
mita tbe New York Central announc- whole body. Millions everywhere have
ing tbe failure of Its efforts to reach acclaimed its wonderful power. Get a
an agreement with the strikers roads bottle today.
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists,
cot partidpatiag la the Baltimore
Advertisement
reported a rapid return to
normal operation of their shops
Consideration Is the most powerful
Of tbe larger lines mentioned In
connection with the memorandum of link In tbe chain of love.
agreements adopted by the shopcrafts'
general policy committee of ninety
here, with tbe object of eading the
country-wid- e
strike through separate
agreements with Individual roads, the
Bock Island and the New Tork Central bad defiaitely announced the fail-ar- e
of efforts to reach a final agreement and conferences of the Southern
with union leaders had been no more
6 Bell-an- s
successful as the strike entered tbe
Hot wafer
twelfth week.
Relief
Sure
In. the case of the New Tork Central, a statement was Issued by the
road, expressing willingness to fulfill
agreemeats
of
the ' memorandum
25t and 75i Packages. Everywhere
reached at Baltimore, but it was asThe irlddv eirl makes a inerrv com
serted representatives of the shop-craf"attempted to Inject questions panion, but a sorry wife.
not mentioned in the text and clearly
Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
outside the agreement Insisting that
To remove pimples and blackheads
these matters be Included."
The same misunderstanding resulted smear them with Cutlcura Ointment
In disturbances when strikers began to Wash off In five minutes, with Cutl
return to work here in the shops of cura Soap and hot yater. Once clear
the Northwestern aad the Chicago, keep your skin clear by using them for
Milwaukee & St Paul. Ia some cases dally toilet purposes. Don't fail to In
the men were reported to have de- clude Cutlcura Talcum. Advertisement
n
manded that
workers be disA bee hasn't much to say, but he
missed and in others their striking
foremen be reinstated. Officials of the carries his point.
Northwestern announced that they expected 12,000 of the strikers to return
to work. More than 15,000 men were
WATER BUGS
expected back on the Chicago, MilANTS
waukee & St Paul.
,
Among tbe roads which have announced agreements with their shopmen independently of the union, are
the Santa Fe, the Burlington, the Illinois Central and the Chicago & AlEASILY KILLED BY USING
ton. W. G. Bierd, one of the two reSTEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
ceivers for the Alton, issued a statement formally announcing terms under
It also kill rata and mice. If forcea
these peat to run from building for water
which striking employes had been Inand freah air. A 15c box contains enough
vited to return to work. It expressly to kill SO to 100 rata or mice. Get it from
stipulated that they shall return as your drug or general atore dealer today.

UNES

FAIL

TO AGREE

Sure Relief

FOR '''DIGESTION

ts

non-unio-

COCKROACHES

IK

"new employés."
Mr. Jewell departed for New Tork,
where he said he would enter into
conferences with the New Tork Central officials in the expectation of
reaching a speedy agreement under
the terms of the Baltimore plan.
According to the union leaders, the
men on the following roads have returned to work :
The Chicago & Northwestern, the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul,, the
Baltimore & Ohio, the Seaboard Air
Line and the Green Bay & Western.
Chinese Children Win Strike.
Victoria, B. C A strike by Chinese
school children here, who refused to
attend school separately from white
pupils, has subsided with a declaration
by the school board that those who
are adept In English may go to the
regular institutions. Twenty Chinese
children who passed a test In English
have been returned to the schools with
the white pupils.

READY FOR

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean

serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

COLDMTOAL

bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years. All druggists, in three sizes.
Look for the name Cold Medal on every bos
and accept oo imitation

Will Pursue Greeks Across Dardanelles
Constantinople. The Angora government has informed the allies that
if the remainder of the Greek nrmy
in Asia Minor attempts to retreat
across the neutral zones of the Dardanelles, the Kemalists will disregard
tbe neutrality 'of the Ftraits and pursue tbe Greeks in international territory. "We loathe wars and sincerely
desire peace and reconstruction, but'
we cannot resign our rights as an independent nation," declared Hámid
Bey, Kemalist representative in Con-

Chronic

Constipation
Relieved Without-

the

Use

-

stantinople.

Russia Bars U. S, Mission.
Berlin. The Informal negotiations
which have been carried on for the
past two months between the American embassador, Alanson B. Houghton, and George Tchltcherin and Leonid Krassin, the Russian soviet foreign minister and minister of trade
and commerce, respectively, in'connec-tio- n
with the American government's
suggestion that Russia permit a committee of American experts to investigate economic conditions in that country, came to a negative conclusion.

-

of Laxative y
Nujol la a lubricant not
a medicine or laxative o
,
cannot 'itriperWhen you are constipated,
not enough f Nature's lubricating, liquid la produced
In the bowel to keep tbe
food waste soft and moving.

.

Strikers Decide Not to Go Back, '
Des Moines, Ia. Striking shopmen
of the Chicago & Northwestern rail-- ,
road here, who announced that they
would return to work, made a change
of plans when they learned that under the conditions set down only part
of their meembers would be given
"No men on strike will return to their places until all caa go
back, the men here have decided," d
dared C. D. Smith, local member of
the union executive committee.

THAN TRAPS

proDoctors
scribe Nnjol

i fu

j

A

becaose It acts
like this natural lubricant
and thus replaces It. Try
It today.

:J5r'

LUBRtCANT-NO-

IV

T

A LAXATIVE

f

....

7

XL

u inaupensiDie in au
cases of Distemper,

Influenza, Coughs, Colds, Heaves and
Worms among horses and mules.
Used and endorsed by leading stock
farms and veteran drivers of United
States and Canada for thirty years.
Sold n two sizes at all drug stores.

W. N. U, DENVER. NO.

38-19-22.

THe SpanisS American, Roy, Hai

WEDDING BELLS AND
GREATEST WEALTH
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Pumping engine
V

y

Cylinders
Deep well pumping outfit
Gas pipe & 'fittings
Stock Tanks
Superior and Van Brunt
Grain Drills
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
and horse Plows
Wagons
Tin Shop Supplies
Well Casing

:s

Safety Flues
Self Oiling and Roller
Bearing Windmills

'
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Miss Anne Burnett, of Ft. Worth,
tt
Tex., is heiress to the famous
oil fortune. Guy Waggoner,
of the same town, is heir to vast oil
fortunes of the Southwest. If they
wed, as is reported, theirs will be a
fortune estimated greater than Rocke
feller's we''1'
Burke-Burne-

BAUM BROS
TIN SHOP

iUTfc

More pupils were enrolled this
week. A good many more are
still expected, we hope the month
of October will bring them all.
The Domestic Science Class
are all taken up with their work.
TVipv have already shown their
willingness tó make their work
a success.
The Art Class are making
Art is the
wonderful progress
vnrle nf the whole sohvl of mail.
There is something peculiarly ap
peamg and ínlinateiy satisiying
in the man or woman wno poses
ses the qualities of good sport- manship. Our pupils were tau
ght to consider the. advantages
of athletics mental, moral and
physical, and have been encour
aged to take an interest in tnem.
So they will organize a DasKet
ball team, volley ball team and
they have already organized a

tennis court. They are a pretty lively crowd and do good team
work and intend to show great
effort during the year.
Last week September 14 one
of our graduates, Alfredo Pacheco, son of Luciano Pacheco, left
Roy for St. Anthony's College,
San Antonio, Texas. He will
take up thé regular collegiate
course and at the end ot tnree
years he will be ready to enter
any university. We wish him
every success m this great under
taking.

BRADLEY

ness.

PHILOSOPHY

Mrs. Elsie and Mis. Margret
Phil Miller, Cowman from near Hazen assisted Mrs. G. W.
Solano was in Roy Saturday on Hazen to prepare dinner for
bean harvesters Tues
business.
i Arthur's
,,
'

""'
day."
'
StrickMr. and Mrs. Shelby
Miss Virginia Woods was call
land and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde ing on Miss Mayme Smith last
saca
Mm
Hooper are in Raton where Mes
the Irishman got into a srs Hooper and Strickland have Sunday.
WHEN with
his wife and she
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hughes
good positions.
threw a plate at his head the melee secured
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
and in the
' is said to have started
of Solano were callers at
beThomas
appeared
midst of it the husband jerkingly reLopez
Remigio
marked: "If I'd known married fore the State Tax Commission the Ralph Hazen home last Sun
ilife was like this I'd have .got
Í married
long ago.' All of which at Santa Fe last Thursday in the day, i
Scarries out the general conception of interest of the Mosquero schools.
Chandler Moor0 of Solaso was
the Celtic conviction that we must We understand that he was succallihg
at the Moore and Garms
fight
to
we
have
it'
have peace even
budget
getting
their
in
cessful
homes of this community Wed
for it.
.
approved.
preached
Tolstoi
nesday evening.
meant letting everybody walk
peace
to
Mrs. Elsie Hazen and Mrs .
ion vour neck. This brings
The carpenters are making fine Margret Hazen called at the
ithe bullies and death to the meek.
Ivey home
Jesus turned the other cheek, but he progress on the Marie
Tuesday afternoon.
she is erecting in the Moore home
.took the money changers by the which
iscruff of the neck and threw them north part of town.
GibP. T.
Mr. Dewees of near Mosquero'
'out of the temple. So it all de- son, the carpenter, expects to was in this neighborhood Thurs
to
fends "when to fight and what eye
fight for, which means keep an
have the building enclosed by day afternoon.
t
'
out for the spurious flag wavers.
the first of next week.
Misses Mary Woods, Virginia
T inn io Wonrla
Clovis Moore Ollie
vwwfc'j
111.111111V
Norma Aspgren
and
Thomas
'
O
Eastern Stockmen Trying Beef Herds
Jai.
were all out ior a nae ounua
A fine time is re- alternoon.
i
by all.
poi-te4' an?:j?wsww
iiViVar i
liííiS
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Thomas
and children of near Solano were
visitors in our community Sun:

',

.

'
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day,
A. G. Hazen and daughter
Mary Eleen, were visiting at the
Moore home Saturday night and

Sunday.
Preparations are being made
to move the Bradley school house

m
Eastern stockmen and breeders have discovered that their hillside
a
forage and timber lands are ideal for beef herd development and
result are this week staging a national beef breed show at Wilmmt
Delaware.

"Bill" Bagley is back at his old
Karl Guthmann attended tha
job with the linotype on the S. democratic caucus at Solano last
Well, well, here we are again A. force and from now on we can Saturday. ;
v
after a long absence. First a lay all mistakes on to "Bill."
trip to Oklahoma and then im
Mrs. Henrietta L. Russel of
mediately thereafter a journey
The;Star Route to Kephart of Grenville spent a few days
to California has kept us busy, has been reversed and the mail this week with friends in Roy.
But now that we are back, we in- commencing Tuesday morning of
tend to make up for lost time this . week will leave Kephart at
and will doubtless inflict the 8 A. M., oh Tuesday, Thursday
ATTENTION FARMERS
readers of the S. A. with a and Saturday and will reach Roy
great deal of our witty and in by 11 A. M., the returning mail
Dairy catte have advanced
dispensable writings.
50
in the corn belt in six .
to leave, Roy not later than 3 P.
Mi the' same day and will reach
months. If you need dairy
The thing that surprised- us Kephart by 6 P. M. The new
calves of any breed, especia- most upon our return was the change will give Kephart direct
lly Guernsey, or big type
steady growth that our little mail from Roy the same day it
Poland China Hogs, or any
county seat had made during our reaches here and mail mailed at
other breed of stock, write
Nearly all of the Kephart will leave Roy on the 1
absence.
me for prices and full parti- '
houses that were under construe o'clocfctrains'.
f
culars.
The new change
tinn when we left harl been fin will befan advantage to all on the
ished and a number of others1 route except those on the re
L. M.Wagner,
commenced. We find that since turning route who will get their
Jesup, Iowa.
R.F.D.
our return two more have start- mail one day later.
ed up. Mr. J. W. Johnson is
building a nice residence close
enough to our own so that we
can run over and borrow coffee
COUNTY SEAT ITEMS

ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL

Cipriano Lujan was up from
Sabinoso last Saturday on busi-

Saturday September 23r3, 1&22.

New Mexico

.

$44.so

.

Om Caffltty,

into Mosquero soon . The furniture was moved in Saturday.
Henry Garms made a business
trip to Roy Saturday.

.

,

-

-

.

.

for breakfast. Probate Judge,
Julian Padilla has started another residence on the other side of
us and plans are being made for
immediately commencing two
more dwellings in our immediate
part of town the result that we
arex beginning to feel crowded.
And still ie town grows steadily and substantially.

Monday
School commenced
with a heavy attendance. The
old building formerly used as a
court house soon overflowed
with smiling youngersters and
the Methodist Church was opened up to a couple of grades.
Three trucks bring the children
in from the outlying farms and
eight teachess find that they are
crowded with the increasing num
ber of children. A rumor that
the budget for the schools of the
Village were to be cut down considerably resulted in hasty action
on the part of the board and the
sending of Hon R . Lopez to San
ta Fe to remonstrate.' Under
his able management the Commission decided that no cut
whatever would be made .
The countv . officers are now
comfortably quartered ii ' the
new court house. It affords
plenty of room and a large room
is being arranged for. the holding
of the first term of court.
With a slight expenditure for
the buildimr and the
erection of a small addition for a
jail the county will have quite a
nice little court house at out
little cost to the heavily burdened
tax-payer-

J11Í.
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to 'pay a profit. And what successful business but has
good banking connections?
The mechanics and management of your farm are for
you to work out If you have a good farm and operate
it efficiently, then you have a physical collateral as good
or better than any business in the land.
- Our doors open just as wide and our banking facilities
are given as fully to you as to any other business iaan
in Harding County.
Other business firms need financing, need advice, need
cooperation in turnover of stock, and they come to us for
'
that service.
1
Why don't you?
,
.

--

Bank ot

Roym

Mosquero Abstrrct 2nd Title Cjompany
(Incorporated and Bonded.)

-

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances. '
.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

Rain is badly needed. Some
the farmers have planted a
arge acreage of wheat and need

to bring it

up.

E. F. HENRY

Others

aavé prepared a large acreage of
ground for the planting of win-;wheat and will await the arrival of the rains before risking
"le piantin gof the seed wheat.
Jnless a rain fall soon thecoun-;r- y
is threatened with anothei
,iieat failure. Monday night
it clouded up, dripzled rain for a
little while and gave great promise of being about ready to open
up the flood gates of the heavens
and pour out the suply that is
due this country and has been
accumilating fo the last twelve
The old weather man
months.
evidently changed his mind, how
ever, and decided to hold off ior
a while longer.
A letter from Mr. James England, popular Mosquero American Legion Post Commander, informes us thrt he has accepted
the position of Civil Engineer in
the State School of Mines at
Boulder Colorado.

CONTRACTOR.

er

NOW SHOWING
our line of

Ladies Fall Hats
Coats
Suits and Waists
BUY EARLY

WHILE SELECTIONS
ARE COMPLETE

Roy Trading Go.
3C

Messrs Sullivan and Wilson of
Mosquero were in Roy Thursday
attending the Democratic Caucus.
In as much as we will soon
move into our new quarters,
v:e would appreciate it if all delinquents would pay up as it
costs money to move.

.i

OUR farm is a business, Mr. Farmer. It should be
Y conducted
as any other successful business if it Í3

s.

The opening gun of the political battle soon to be staged was
fired in Mosquero Saturday after
noon when Hon. 'John Morrow,
Democratic Candidate for Congress made a speech from the
porch of the Wilson store and
spoke briefly but eloquently on
some of the political questions of
the day and of what he would
try to do for the' people of the
state if elected to the lower
house of the National Legislature . But few people were out
as the meeting had evidently not
been properly advertised or else
as the voters were too busy scan
ning the horizen for an approach
ing rain to listen to political
speeches. '. ,

!

The Farming Business- -

af

WE ARE

I

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ÜOY, NEW MEXICO

i...

THE UNIVERSAL CAB

.

Baker & Scheier
Authorized FORD
Sales and Service

Fprdsoiv
THE UNIVERSAL TRACTOR

ALL
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Saturday September 23rtfr 1922.

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New México.

Ithis act are hereby made res
MILLS AND VICINITY
ponsible for the public school atv
tendance of such children and
Compluulsory School Law.
After a two weeks absence on
the account of sickness we will
The Roy school board has been anv Darent. guardian or person
given warning that the compul- 'aforesaid who shall violate any try to add our mite to the S. A.
What a blessing it is to be able
sory school law will be enforced 'of the provisions of this act,
any school authority shall to write, and how thankful we
this year, and in order that you
may know what that law is 1 have given public notice of the aré that we can do 60 once more.
A big rain visited this part of
have asked the editor of ."The, substance of the provisions of
Spanish American" to publish this act, upon conviction shall the country Monday evening. It
be fined not less than five dolr came about the time school was
it word for word as it appears lars,
nor more than one hundred dismissed and compelled a great
on the statute books. I hope
or imprisoned in the number of pupils as well as the
dollars,
try
carefully
and
you will read it
to comply with it without having county jail for not less than five teachers and truck drivers to
nor more than ninety days, and remain at the school house a
to be coerced.
in addition to the aforesaid, any long tedious time after school
you
provided
a
The State has
A fresh shipment of VELVETINE Face Cream and
free school, the board has secur- parent, guardián or person hav- hours. We think from evidence
,
toilet specialties.
ed quarters and employed a ing control of children subject seen that the truck drivers decorps of competent teachers, and to the provisions of this act rived a vast lot of experience in
- your truck driver calls at your shall violate the provisions, heredriving before they reached hoSee our show window this week for the VELVETINE'
very door for your children. of shall be subject to the writ me that evening. However the
instance rain done much good.' It has codisplay.
There is but one hing more that of mandamus at the
you can ask for, and that is free and in the name oí county or me too late to do crops any good
And don't forget that we have a full line of other
text books. Personally, I think municipal board of education or but it will revive the pastures to
of
county
city
superintendent
or
them,
some
extent.
furnish
should
ihe state
leading brands of Face Creams, Freckle Creams, Massage
without . consent of the
il.W.Dykeman left Saturday
but it doesn't. There remains schools
Creams, Liqued Creams; yes, and Ice Cream too.
for Southern Colorado with the
but one thing to be done and attorney general.
that is to comply with the law For apetizing, cleanest and expectation of bringing his family home with him who have
as our legislators have deemed
best for our future welfare. best meals, eat at the ELITE been visiting at the home of Mrs
Dykeman's parents Mr and Mrs
You want your child to have an CAFE. (Service is our motto.)
Geo. Salee for the past ten
equal chance in life with every
waste run- days.
VVith Republican
ether child, but if the other child
,
,
government
G.W. Reherd has completed
is educated and yours is not, ning up the cost of
per
300
to
Mexico
over
New
the'work of staining the interior
yours will be at a disadvantage in
all through life. You may not cent more than it was under the .woodwork of Mayor Boyd's new
be able to leave your child much last Democratic governor, the home.
Stafford left Tuesday
of this world's goods, but you necessity for an audit of the
apparent. of A.V.
this week for Alva, Okla. whecan give him án education there- state's affairs becomes
Such an audit, complete in all re he will work in the barber
by giving him an equal chance
with the other fellow. Read the phases of state government, is shop at a guaranteed salary
M.ID. GIBBS, Prop.
law below and resolve to carry pledged by Democratic candi- this winter i His family will reDemdates . And the ticket the
main here for the present at leaout its provisions. '
ocrats submit this year is one st. Mr Stafford done a rushing
Respectfully submitted,
which ' may be relied upon to business the last few days he
Cameron Bazzill,
keep its pldgesl
Supt. of School.
wa? here." Every man on the
explain in detail all of the mesa had a farewell haircut, or
To
SENATE BILL No. 102, Laws state's expenditures would conhis razor honed or á handle put
1919.
fuse the Republicans too much
Mrs. Josefita Lovato died here
Sec. 1. Children between the for the taxpayers to hope for on same or repaired in some
no
barber
Mills
has
manner
three weeks ago at the ripe old
ages of six and sixteen years of an accounting as long as the Re'
uve of 79 vears. after an illness
age shall attend public schools publicans hold control. How- now.- Dr. and Mrs., J. A. Bowling of two years and three months.
of the State for as many weeks ever, it is time such an accountshipped their car of" household Her bed of suffering was acceptas the public schools in the
ing "Was made . New Mexico, of
in which such children re- course, wonders why, in three goods Tuesday, back to Alva ed with joy from the hands of
side shall be in session, except terms, the cost of government 'Okla. from whence they came her Creator. She was very patient and resigned to her long
that children actually attending should increase from four mil- last spring. They ,have bought
private or denominational scho- lions to fifteen million dollars. property in Alva again and expe- years of suffering.
ct to live happily there the bala- ...Mrs. Josefita Lovato was
ols maintaining courses of instru
During the period in which nce of their days.
known as Josefita. Trujillo be
ction, approved by the State the expense of governent has
h
Rev. James Fletcher left Tues fore marriage. She lived most
Board of Education, those phys- risen so much, the state's popuically or mentally unfit or incom lation has increased less than day to attend an annual confere- nf her life at Goneios. Colo. Her
nce which convenes Wednesday husband Melchiadez Lovato died
petant and those residing more ten per cent. ,
of this week. He will spend a about ten years ago. Death al
is
of,
than three miles from public
By their records in Santa Fe week after conference is over so
robbed her r two children at
school houses and to whom no the Democrats have shown that
free public means of conveyance sincere interest in saving money visiting old friends near Denver the early áge of nine and twenty
ounce,
before returning to Mills. Mrs. which left her nracticallv alone.
to and from school are furnished for th citizens of the state.
Fletcher and baby are already Since the death of her children j
shall be exempt from the proThe Republicans have' consis- gone visiting her parénts some she lived with her . brotner-in- a,
act.
visions of this
tently promised economy, yet
law. Mr. Jose Leandro Martinez
Sec. 2. Children subject to they are spending millions more where in Colorado. .
'
'
'
'
i the provisions of this act, be- than did the Democrats. Adv. V Elbert Piper has been fixing of Roy.
a "kid wagon" at the Wilson .We all hone that after her
tween the ages of fourteen and
sell
lumber, yard this week.' He jvill years of suffering in this world
sixteen years, may be excused
R. L. Yarbrdugh arid wife at- teach the iymng term of school she is enjoying the eternal hap
by issuance of certificate of
'
tended the Democratic
at Wheatland And run a truck piness of Heaven;
from full time public
at Roy Saturday evening.
also. Their school begins next
May her soul rest in Peace.
school attendance by the city or
Monday.
superintendent
county school
J. Floersheim and J. R.
ILL. Boyd and family moved Ethel Lohn returned Tuesday
within whose jurisdiction such
Democratic
the
attended
Tuesday
into their new home from a two weeks camping trip
children reside or employed, upMonday
Mosquero
eve
Caucus
at
have just completed. in the mountains.
which
they
children
on assurance that sajd
Mr and Mrs T.E. Siler returare then or in the immediate fu- ning.
H.B. Albertson returned Sun
ned the latter part of last week day from Farmington where he
ture shall be definitely employed
J. R. McKee, merchant from from their vacation which they has been for the past 2 months.
in some gainful trade of occupaW.H. McMinn and wife and
tion. The certificate of employ Abbott was in town the first of spent at Glorietta visiting their
ment shall contain the name, age the week looking after his polit- sons Eddie and Roland Siler and his mother and sister started
,
family.
Wednesday morning on a campand residence of the child ex- ical fence.
cused, by whom employed or to
J.B. Proctor and Dr. O.B. ing trip in the mountains.
Raymond Evans had the
be employed, the last grade atHerb Yates of Yatesville, left Moon made a business trip to
to get his leg broken
tended by the child and a reci- for Kansas the latter part of Raton the first of this week .
Henry Sargent had his beans just above the ankle, we failed
tation that the child is excused last jveek where he intends to
from full time public school at- stay this winter and learn the thrashed this week. They made to find out the particulars. Dr.
tendance until the certificate tractor trade before returning. an average of 175 lbs per acre. Moon was called out to take chaTommy Patterson is staying rge of the case.
'shall be revoked.
Dr. O.B. Moon made a busiwith his aunt Virginia McClure
Sec. 3. Parents, guardians
Old King Coal may soon
attending school in Mills.
trip to Roy Thursday mor
and
ness
and persons having control of
a scarce old soul, and a
'
Bert Rainbow and wife and ning.
old soul is he.
children subject to provisions of
PATRONS, ATTENTION
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FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

.

The Roy Drug Store
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a difference

half an

inl!he bags of Bull Durham
tobacco, amounting to half ounce
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The large size
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mis-fortn-
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Jones

83

LUJANS & BRANCH
"'

---m

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship

For Senator

Battery work a specialty

Hinkle

We are equipped to wash your car

ervice Garage

For Governor

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

EFFICIENCY

'

ECONOMY

It is not obtained by selecting executifor their political faithfulness, but
by choosing men and women for their
ves

business ability;
t

Putting efficiency into government
is the aim of the Democrats It is- pos;

-

It ha been lacking in administration
so long that taxpayers now hand oat
more money for a wasteful support of
a political machine than ever before.
Democratic candidates stand for

fe-

sible for them to do this, having no band

wer and smaller expenditures, saving

of regulars to appoint

money for all citizens.

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
on a few hours
for you anywhere in the United Statea
"
,'
notice.
.

Raton Greenhouses
THE NAYLORS"

'

V

....

P. 0. Drawer 349

.

Raton, N.

It

mi
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The

Spanish-America-
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Roy,

Hiding

Conntv.' New Mexico.

Saturday September 23rd, 1922.

intmtvm

GLASSES
We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.

The i?lumlee Hospital
N.M.

Roy

n,

if)

JONES

MORROW

JHINKLE

BRAXTON

For Senator

For Congress

For Governor

For Sisprenia Court

.

An audit of New Mexico's expenses should be made; The accounts of the state would reveal to the citizens where their money
has been wasted year after year. In three Republican administ- rations, the cost of government has gone from four million to
eleven million dollars. Republican recklessness has caused this,v
with the consequent burdensome increases in taxation. Elect oa
of the Democratic ticket this year means a return to efficient and?
economic government, as any business should be.
--

cssitis

"Let us see the books by all means."

We handle a complete line of

Croceries

.

S3 Meats

.

At prices you can afford to pay
-- Give us a trial-- - .
EGGS

O CT

30C

Or pay you

cents in

;

,

Roy, New Mexico ;.

"...

the Currency at the close of business September 15th, 1922

Called for- by the Comptroller of

Plaintiff,

RESOURCES
'
LIABILTTTES
' '.
i...;
Gabriel Sahtistevart, the unLoans & Discounts '
$169,392.96
known heirs of Gabriel Santis-teva'
$ 50,000.0'
497.64
Stocks & Bonds
Capital
deceased, Diego Rivera,
Reserve
Federal
Stock
1,800.00
RivDiego
10,000.00
the unknown fteirs of
Surplus
30.45
;
Overdrafts
era, deceased, Francis Clutton,
"
Rediscounts
1,850.00
Furniture & Fixtures
the unknown heirs of Francis
uncollected
earned
4,441.05
Interest
L
422.51;
Armijo
Interest collected1 unearned
Jose
Clutton, deceased,
45.54
Other Resources
Tomasita Lucero de. Armijo, An'
141,'669.38
Deposits
44,888.72
Cash & Sight Exchange
tonia G. de Armijo, the unknown
heirs of Felipe Armijo, deceased,
, 222,946.36
the unknown heirs of Feliciano
Armijo,' deceased, the 'unknown
Jar
heirs of Tomas Armijo," deceased,
OFFICERS
Jenaro Maestás,' the unknown
heirs of Jenaro Maesta's deceas-- '
;!,;. ;, H B. Jones, President
ed, the uáknowty 'heirs ,'bf , Jose:
v- C. L. Justice; Cashier
Leon semDrano, aeceasea, me
Lillian A. Bess, Asst. Cashier. ...
unknown heirs of Jose Leon
Sambran, deceased,' Jose Garcia,
DIRECTORS AND STOCKHOLDERS
Gavina A Garcia, Ricardo Gon,'
zales, Simona G. Gonzales, Chico
S.. Floersheim
W.H. Fuqua, Stockholder.
i
F.S. Brown
Sheep Company and all unknown
Pres. Floersheim Merc Co'!.' '
Pres. 1st, N. Bk. Amarillo, Tex.
Farmer;
claimants of interests in the pre
Abernathy
H.B.' Jones
G.R.
complaint
in
described
the
C.L. Justice
mises
'' '" Faruer
1st, N. Bk. Tucumcari, N.MPres.
adverse to the plaintiff,
Defendants.
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST BANK IN HARDING COUNTY
The above named defendants,
"Member Federal Reserve System"
Riv
Diego
Santistevan,
Gabriel
era, Francis Clutton, Jenaro
Antonia G. de Armijo,
Ricardo Gonzales, Chico Sheep
Company, the unknown heirs of Don't forget to get your dinner
Sheriff Spivey never knew :ALL FOR PRECINCT..
Gabriel Santistevan, deceased, at the ELITE CAFE Sunday.
PRIMARY
many people wanted his job
how
of Diego Ri- the unknown heirs
calwere
conventions
until
the
t
i
The Republicans of. Pet. No.
vera, deceased, tne unimown
.
r
T
T
Timet led this fail.
fv.v.
xuuuu
muu,
ur.
iu
Harding. County, will hold ..
3,
heirs of Francis Clutton. deceasprimary Wednesday the 27,
their
ed. the unknown heirs of Felipe a business visitor in Roy Thurs- A good health hint: Never try
j Armijo, deceased, the unknown
jay morning, while here he cal- - to sleep on a man who is a live day of September, 1922, at the -I. O. O. F. Hall, in Roy, at the
h'eirs of Feliciano Armijo, deceas led at the e.A. ónice ana íeix wire.
hour of 2 P. M.
ed, the unknown heirs of Tomas
stationery.
Precinct No. 3, is entitled to.,
Armijo, deceased, the unknown us a nice order for
Anderson and family 16 Delegates to the County Con- - '
E.
C.
deceasMaestas,
heirs of Jenaro
spent Wednesday in Roy visit- vention, which will be held at
Little. Avis Johnson
ed, the unknown heirs of Jose
ing relatives and friends.
birthday
last
fourth
her
Roy on the 29th, day of Septem- Leon Sémbrano, deceased, the un
inafternoon Her mama
ber, 1922.
known heirs of Jose Leon Sam-braDon't forget the Texas-NeEvery Republican within Pet.
deceased, and all unknown kvited her little cousins to her
Association No. 3, is requested to
Highway
attend y.
claimants - of interests in the home and the little tots enjoyed Mexico
and
Monday
Roy
meets
at
which
playand
romping
this primary, rank and file of
premises described in the com- the afternoon
week.
the Republican Party will rule-plaint adverse to the plaintiff, ing, and eating lunch prepared Tuesday of next
had
folks
The
little
them.
for
in the selection of Delegates.
are hereby notified that the
:
F. S. Brown,
above entitled action has been a fine time and Avis reveived a P C HAINES OPENS . . . .
RESTAURANT
Pet. Chairman
u ....
commenced by the above named number of nicei presents.
'
i
Attest: .'
plaintiff against all the defendants herein, the general objects east Quarter of the Northeast
P. C. Haines has rented the Frank L. Schultz,
Secretary
of which action are to quiet title Quarter of Section Twenty Nine, Foster Building which was forin plaintiff to the real property the North Half of the Northwest merly used as a community hall
R. R. Larkin and wife of Las
hereinafter described, and that Quarter, and the- Northwest and has rearranged the room,
plaintiff's title thereto be estab Quarter Of the Northeast Quar- raVimined tha walls and other Vegas were in Roy and Mosquelished and that the defendants ter of Section Twenty Eight, the wise improved the building and ro the first of the week. Mr.
herein, and each of them, be Jast Half of the Northwest Quar has opened up a first class res- Larkin represents a large schools
supply firm.
barred and ever estopped from ter and the West Half of the taurant and dining room.
having or claiming any right, Northeast Quarter of Section
He has added some new fixtitle or interest in or to said fhirty two, Township Eighteen, tures and has one of the swell-- The American Legion and the
real property: The real property North, Range Twenty Nine, East est eating places in town and no Ladies' Auxiliary held their reg
affected by this action to which of the New Mexico Principal doubt will command all of his ular business meeting Tuesday
it is sought to quiet the title be Meridian.
old trade and considerable new evening,- of this. week. .After
ing the following described real
And said defendants, and each trade as he has one of the fin the close of the business session
property, situate, lying and bei- of them, are further notified est locations in town.
the Auxiliary served refreshng in Harding County, New Me- that unless they enter their apHe serves his first meal Thnrs ments to those present. Afine!
xico, to wit:
pearance herein on or before day evening and will besides time was reported by all .
The Northwest Quarter of the the 11th day of November, 1922, furnishing regular meals have a
Southwest Quarter and the Sou judgement will be rendered agai complete short order counter and The Ladies Aid Society of the -will handle cigars, tobacco, gum, Union Chuch held their meeting :
th HaTf of the South Half of nst them by default.
Wednesday afternoon with seven
postoffice
name
That
the
and
etc.
candies
Section Seventeen, the East Half
in need of just teen" members present., The1
of plaintiffs attorney
surely
address
Roy
is
of the Northeast Quarter, the
is W. R. Holly, Springer, New such a place as Mr. Haines will afternoon was 'spent in quilting.
Northeast Quarter of the South- Mexico
maintain and we congratulate and sewingr much interest is
east Quarter, the Northwest
WITNESS my hand and the him on his foresight of the needs manifested in the Union Aid.
Good fellowship snd Christian'
Quarter of the Northwest Quar- seal of said court at Mosquero, of our little town.
County,
Harding
New
Mexico,
prevails. Visitors and
spirit
ter, the South Half of the NorthHerkemer,
Hickox
of
day
1922.
August,
this
31st
new
are always welof
Martin
members
west Quarter and the Northeast
C. Ernest Anderson,
New York, was calling on a dear come . The meeting will be hell
Quarter of the Southwest QuarClerk of said Court.
friend in Roy several days this at the Church until further ter of Section Twenty, the North
Seal
notice.
j.
, u;.!.
;.4n.tU., week.
;

,
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in trade A
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CITY MEAT MARLET
.

'

"

'V"("
-

John U. Tobler,

the

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

) ss
County of Harding )
In the' District Court thereof,

Eighth Judicial District.

V

cash for them.

Condensed Statement of Conditions of

State of New Mexico)

-- EGGS-EGGS

We will pay you

OF

NOTICE OF PENDENCY
ACTION

:

'

OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

;
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TIRESPECIALS

1.,

,

A--

;?:

-

4

;

G&
32 x 3

J Tires

:

$12.00
$15.00
32x4
$17.50
33x4
Michelin Cords reduced
again. Selling now at
1--

2

"

-

,

Ma-esta-

$12.75

s,

v

.

1

,T

BUY YOUR TIRES WHERE YO
YOUR AIR

U GET

--

'

I

R. S. Wood Motor
M

Company
ri

m

11

I

,

WW-- "

James J. Christman
Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
ROY. NEW MEXICO- -
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Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts

-

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
business.
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
'' t !; ' '
business.'
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies Oper- ing in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
'
charge.
.
.

'

:

-

-

Harding County Abstract. Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico.
Mosquero,

-

...

;

.-

.'

;
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Spanish-America-

Too often criticism of public,
expenditures is in general terms Land Colonization is Key Note of
International Wheat and
and concrete instances are not
Farm Products Exposition.
criticsuch
when
forthcoming
ism is challenged, says the TaxThe Southwest is to come to
payers' Association bulletin. The
alises
waste
of
amount
creat
her greater self, according to the
from the failure to bargain tor plans of the directors of the Inthe public," to call for bids on ,ternational Wheat and Farm
supplies and equipments and to Products Exposition, which will
obtain efficient service at a min-- ,be held at Wichita, Kansas, Sept.
ímum of cost. Seventy dollars 25th to October 7th
is paid for record books, which
It is their belief that circumshould not exceed fifty dollars. stances are such, at present, that
Contracts are let without bids. all that is needed to bring a
Wages and salaries are paid with great wave of colonists to this
out question as to qualification part of the country is competent
or value of service to be render- and thorough advertising. The
ed. .
country is just coming out of a
Instances may be cited of court period of business depression,
interpreters being taken from which indicates a time for immione county to another at great gration to the less settled and
expense when local interpreters cheaper lands. Experience has
h
the ex- proven this. There was a great
aro available at
tide of settlers to the land of the
Sometimes
less.
'
or
penditure
insurance policies written for a Northwest following the panic of
term of five years are cancelled 1908.
It seems only obvious that the
and new policies written to favor
personal or political friends, the time is ripe for another such oc- ,

one-fift-

!

state thereby losing the advantage of the short rates,.
The county officers salary
law should be amended so as to
promote efficiency in the collection of revenue. The suggestion
oqIq

fVi
o Vinillo
wnA
ta
mf uiAwtAvt
it3
lelilía viiav nn- oumij
be adjusted every year instead
of every four years, according to
the assessed valuation of the
pminv fnr tVio rrprwrlin(r vpar.
The salary so adjusted, however,
would be paid only according to
t.hp Tivfiiifitirao'e of taxes collected.
71 is would induce efforts to get
property upon the tax rolls, but
only to the extent that taxes
could legally be collected thereon.
More than sixty thousand dollars was spent during the la&t
year for expenses and salaries
in assessors' offices, thé large
part of which brought no returns to the state. In Torance
County, however, with an e
penditure of $2,000, the assessor
increased the valuation by ten
per cent, and the number of tax
schedules from 4,200 to 5,800.
If one county can spend money
for administration and get results, why not all ? All that we
need is will. There is certainly
intelligence enough to find the
way.
q

"Ka
-

x-

WILL TRADE

currence. Kansas cannot
to raise forty cent com- on
four hundred dollar land, or at
least, do not prefer to. The na-tural thing for them to do is to
seek cheaper, but equally pro
ductive farm property.
The Omaha Land Show, held
in 1908, was very instrumental
in bringing the people to the
Northwest States. In fact that
its,p"??osf
? the Iner"
national .Wheat and Farm Pro- Apusiuun has been con
ai-fo- rd

-

the same idea to
bring farmers to its tributary
territory.

ceived

with

There will be exhibits of the
characteristic crops of this section of the country. And the
distinctive methods of agriculture that are needed to raise
these crops successfully will be
exhibited. The most convincing exhibit possible will show
every phase ot Southwestern
Agriculture, w hat it is and what
it shall be.
Mr. W. H. McCarger and C.
Floyd Morris left last Tuesday
with, a fine exhibit which they
have arranged to put on at this
Exposition to advertise this sec-

of New Mexicó. They
have secured as fine line of
farm products as can be found
anywhere, and expect to canture
several prizes at the big Expotion

Irrigated farms for good sized sition.
tracts of grazing land. What have you?

THE
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August 21,: 1922;
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
NOTICE is hereby given: that
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor Synthia G.Gay, of Kephart,.
Frank L. Schultz,. Editor.
TTninn r.n.
New Mexico, who.
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
on September,, 8th,. 1919,. made
Homestead Entry, JNo, uzbooa,
M.
i,
second-clasN.
Roy,
office
post
in
s
SW?JW4.
matter
at
the
for
Entered as
Sec 35. Two.. 23. N.
Registered August 27, 1912.
R 28E, N.M.P. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make mnai
HAVE YOUR COWS TESTED
ABBOTT NEWS
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above descriW. Carter and J. R.
bed, before F.H. Foster, U.S.
It is seldom that the people J'. were
business visitors in Commissioner, at his office at
of a county or t state get a
Monday.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 29th
chance to get something done Roy
Mr.
Suliivanr candidate for day of September, 1922.
for nothing. However the peor
of Harding County, vis- Claimant names as witnesses:
pie of this county and the whole Sheriff
Mortan home Sunday.
H.
ited
at
W.H. Gay, Poy Gay, Harry
state for that matter are offered
enjoyed
"Abbott
her first big Lammon
and Jay Lammon, all of.
this very thing by the 'GovernMonday. An
year,,
late
rain
this
Industry
Animal
Kephart, New Mexico.
ment Bureau of
one half fell in less than
II. II. Errett,
and the State Cattle Sanitary inch and
were impassaRegister.
Board. T,hese good organiza- an hour. Roads
ble by bridges being, washed out
of
all
test
to
offering
tions are
Dr . Moon and B. Proctor of
the dairy herds and all of the Mills
passed thru late Monday, PRESIDENT WILL VETO
herperpetual purebred breeding
of the rain they were
account
on
BONUS AND CONGRESS
ds in the state for tuberculosis
to
obliged
drive
the Bauler
GETTING READY TO REfree of charge to the owners. neighborhood to thru:
Mills.
PASS BILL FOR SOLDIERS
A number of people, who have
Mr., Heiman, Candidate for
registered herds have asked that
that this work be done in this Sheriff, gave an interesting talk President Harding has definitely decided to veto the soldier's
county. And if all of the people at the Abbott school1 house .
Tucum-cari
bonus bill and will send his mesE.
of Harding County do not avail
Fausnacfttof
Mrs.
themselves of this opportunity,
came up Tuesday for a visit sage, to the house Tuesday, acit shows that they are very lax of two weeks with her daughter cording to some of his close advises who have recently talked
and behind the times.
Mrs . J. R... McKee.
with him.
How many, are supplying their
R.
and
J.
Ben Floersheim
The soldiers' bonus bill was
babies and families milk from tu McKee made a trip to Roy first
bercular cows, or else are ship- of the weelc, they were dinner signed by speaker Gillett at 2
ping the milk or cream of such guests at the Micky Floersheim 30 o'clock Saturday.
Friends Make Canvass.
cows to be fed to other peoples home.
.
of the president's friends
Some
children. Some people will say
Mr. Heiman, wife and baby
that they do not want any veter- visited Monday night with Mr. were understood to be making
an informal canvass in the seninarian testing their cows' and and Mrs. Joe Carter.
ate in the hope of counting enoumaybe condeming some of their
Mr. and Mrs. H. Mortan and gh votes to prevent the overridbest cows. Do you think that
for Rose- ing of the veto there. The rethese people look at the matter daughter left Sunday
severspend
will
where
bud
they
sult now was regarded as doubtin the right light? Isn't it a
business
to
attendihg
days
al
ful with some friends and foes
fact that people of this kind
alike declaring there could not
should not only have their cows matters.
Vern Kendler, our efficient be a definite estimate in advance
taken away from them; but
should be chasen from the coun-- t mail carrier, spent his extra time of the actual roll call.
The number of senators
y as undersirable citizens, unloading a car of coal for the
absent when' the vote comes
Think of a person that wants to Abbott Mercantile Co.
may decide the issue, altho
Mrs. Sam and Wilbur Newton
feed milk from tubercular cows
Saturshopping
in
it was said that every effort
Abbott
were
to little children
would be made to obtain
day afternoon.
Some of the other counties of
pais for all absentees, includ
Mr. and Mrs. J. Tarpley of
the state are in the tubercular the Newton neighborhood are ing those senators in Europe
free district or area as it is call- the proud parents of a baby girl
who were not Pared in the
vote August 31, when the
ed. Why not make this county born Saturday night.
senate passed the bilL 47 to
county
free or if not. the whole
Miss La Nelle and Roscoe
22.
lets sjart by cleaning up half of Triplette came in from their
House managers of the bonus
it. It costs nothing to get the ranch home Saturday to visit
understood to be prepared to
are
..
with their sister Mrs. V. Kned-lerwork done and if the cow is
move promptly after receipts of
she is appraised and paid
a veto message to repass the bill
A meeting held at the school
for at good beef rates. So what house Monday night named B. and were confident that no more
ma
d
have you to loose? And look Meyer, V. Knedler,,J. Carter than the required
could be obtained.
jority
and P. Armijo delegates to the
what might be your gain.
Roy convention Friday.
R. L. Strong,
County Agricultural Agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Knedler and
McKee attended the Democratic
meeting $t the Newton school
VOO SHCXJUO fAAKE HAY WHILE
house Saturday night.
THE SUN SHINE'S XOT SOW
,

,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

SEiA-NWV-

RU-SF.-

Mc-K-

l..

ee

c; n. GARNER
Auctioneer
-- :
-:- New Mexico.
Millsv
12 years experience selling' for

the best farmers and breeders in
three states, 8 years a breeder of
Shorthorn cattle and Poland China hogs. Padegrees understood.
Will go anywhere to conduct
large or smau" sales;
Write, W're or Phone at my
pense for dates, term

ex-

reasonable.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office

.

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

Extracted Honey

:

For sale by the case
and in 6 gal. cans

Retailed by all

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries
Springer, New Mex,

P.O. Box

,.

General Blacksmith

and

.

Machine W rlc,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
STAND,
AT THE-OLWITHJTHE LIBERTY
GARAGE
,

J. D. Wade,;

con-dem- ed

Rumor has-ithat the Republican County Convention will be
held within the next two weeks.

rt

Making 20 Years of Racing
verve tar Owners Joday
IN

-

two-thir-

t

R. E. Alldredge,
Roy, N. Mex.

Saturday'SepteniBergSl'd'lg.-

Harding Comity,, New Mexicoy

NOTICE)

WHEAT SHOW TO BOOST
SOUTHWEST

IS THERE WASTE?

1

Royy

n,

the early days of automobile
Barney , Oldfield out

studied tires.
His consistent success led other
drivers to ask for tires constructed
to his specifications.
Twenty years of road and track
victories with a steady and increasing demand for tires as he built them
convinced Barney Oldfield that
these speed tests pointed the way to
a better tire for everyday use.
The enthusiastic reception of
Cords by the public proved he
was right. Scores of the most
prominent dealers in the country
and many thousands of car owners,
experienced in the use of tires bear
witness by their decided preference
that Oldfield is doing a bigger and
better job of tire making.
This volume, handled in an effective way in every phase of manufac

to win every race

Old-fie-

ld

NOTICE

Department of the Interior

U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton

'TSfcí

New Mexico.

ture and distribution, has resulted
in price quotations far below what
you'd expect on tires known to be
better built and more enduring.
Practically every important race
event for three years has been won
on Oldfields. The Wichita Test Run
in which an entire set of Oldfield
Cords covered 34,525 miles on rough
roads proves the mettle of the Most
Trustworthy Tires Built in everyday driving.
The Master Driver and Tire
Builder has given the public a hew
standard of tire wear and tire cost
a true economy that every car owner
should know about.
Your Oldfield dealer has these
facts talk to him. I

O AT? WHILE
THE MOON

FOR PUBLICATION

in

rani

August 21, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Jose de Jesus Medina, of Roy,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on December, 18, 1918, and Jama "y, 6, 1920, made Homestead
Entry No. 026331, & No. 026630,
or

EVfc-Ei-

a

;

N-N-

$1,000.00;

MU

H4

finH

,

$150.00 down, balan-

at the rate of $16.65 per mpn-t- h
. Where on earth can you beat
this? For further particulars
call at the S. A. office.
and 23
ce

4,

Htm

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or' night
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.
FOR SALE at a great bargain: The Sargent property near
thp Dr. Gibbs residence.' Price

NWi4-NEV- 4,

Section
and SW14-SEI35, Township 19 N, Range 25E,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F.H. Foster, U.S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 28th
day of September, 1922.
Claimánt pames as witnesses:
Frank Aldeis, Demetrio Garcia
Fsco A. Martinez and Pedro T.
Montoya, all of Roy, New Mexico

DODDS

I. C.

AUTHCASTCJll
1

Moved for U

S. Against
9

Rail Unions
í

."I

í

H.H: Errett,
'

Register.

f
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
New Mexico.

-

August 2- -, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Vicente C. De Baca, of Roy,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on August, 15th, 1919 made Homestead Entry No. 026797, for
4
Sec. 26,
4
19N Range
Section
25 E. N.M.P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, bofore
II. Foster, U.S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New .vlexico, on the 28th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Peter T. Montoya, Tomas Vi
gil, Jesus Medina ' and Sefeno
Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.
W12-NW1-

EI2-NE1-

f.

BAKER & SCHEIER, Roy, New Mexico

II. II. Errett,

Register.

U.S. JUDGE
H.WILKERSONs

tÁf'
'

These men were the principals in the far reaching court action which
granted the United States an injunction agáinst the Rail Unions. They
are (upper, left to rifiht U. S. District Attv. Cline. of Chicum: Ass't
U. S. Atty.-GcBlackborn Esterline and Ü. S. Attv.-GeHarry M.
Dauglierty.
Below, U. S. Judge James II. Wilkersoñ, of the Chicago
District, who granted the injunction. Attorney Genial Daugherty !aim$'
it a rnove. oulji tor prevent interfering with national' public Utilities. The !
: Unions Say- üwy will
- J
to a fiiitih,
...
n.

n.

'

THE

OVOUSAND

From All Over

VJOr.lEH

For Your Own Good Please Read Them
would of ten sit down and cry, and was '
always blue and had no ambition. I
was this way for over a' year and had
allowed myself to get into quite a
serious condition. One day I saw your
advertisement in the daily paper and
began to take Lydia E.- Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound at onoe. I have
improved ever since taking the third ,
bottle and find it is the best medicina '
I have ever taken."

Benefited by First Bottla

"I was

,

Indiana.
You should pay heed to the experiences of these women. They know
how they felt before taking the Vegetable Compound, and afterwards,
A
too. Their words are true.

upon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free npon request. Write
to the Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
Text-Boo- k

Personality.

You know the kind we mean. It
comes .in a beautiful velvet-line- d
leather case and arrives on your birthday or Christmas. And when you
have company, and they talk pipes,
you go to the drawer, pull out your
fancy pipe, polish it with the palm ol
your hand and perhaps fill it up and
smoke with your best company
manners.

Stop That Backache!
twinges, that dull,
throbbing backache may be warning of
Serious if
serious kidney weakness.
neglected, for it might easily lead to
Gravel, Dropsy or Bright's Disease. If
you are suffering with a bad back look
for other proof of kidney trouble. If
'
there are dizzy spells, 'headaches, a
tired feeling and disordered kidney
action, get after the cause. Help your
weakened kidneys with Doan't Kidney Pills. DOan's have helped thousands and should help you. Ask your
agonizing

Those

And then, when all the folks have
gone or before they have, gone, if
they' stay too long you reach for
your favorite briar, fill her up just
right, and then the world is pretty
good again. The people who seemed
terrible bores a few minutes ago look
like regular human beings as you see
them through a transparent blue haze
of curling smoke. In the meantime,
the fancy pipe has been relegated to
its glorious case for another period of
oblivion.

neighbor I

Grand Junction,
Colo., says: "I was

.

my shoes on.

Kidney Pills
Doan's Cured
' Get Doan't

FOSTER

ly

h?

.

We don't claim that Edgeworth
pleases every man. But we do want
every pipe smoker to try Edgeworth
to nna out ior
himself if it isn't
just the taste and

strength to suit
himf
We gladly take
the burden of proof
on our own shoul
ders. So we will

generous

samples of.
Edgeworth,
Ready-Rubb-

ed

and
Slice, to

Plug

any pipé-

almost down with
pains In my back
.and I suffered a
great seal. I was
not able to do my
housework at times
and my feet were
often so swollen I
rauld hardly keen
A friend advised Doan's
and I purchased some.
the trouble."
at Any Store, 60e a Box

DOAN'S

matter with it.
But it isn't your brand, and when
you get near the end, perhaps just a
little hastily, you knock out the fancy
tobacco and pull out your own, fearpouch appear
ful lest the
again and you may have to refuse
gently but firmly. '
Have you had such an experience?
And isn't it almost worth it to know
how much you really like your Edge-wort-

both

J C. Brouse,
South Avenue,

Mrs.
917

-

smokerwho will ask for it.'
Send us a postcard with your name'
and address, and we'll put the samples
mesinto the hands of Uncle Sam's
sengers just as quick as we can. Then,
when you get them, light up your pipe,
puff away to ybur heart's content and
you can be the whole jury and the
judge. If you'll add the name and
address of your tobacco dealer,
we'd appreciate the courtesy.
Address your card for free
samples to Larus & Brother Co.,
44 South 21st Street, Richmond,
Virginia.
,

--

MILBURN

kp,di?iV

CO., BUFFALO,

N. V.

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticurá
Soap and Talcum
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talca

25c

Western Ganada
Offers Health and Wealih
and Has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosperity and independence. In the great grain- rowing sections of the prairie provinces there
still to be had on easy term

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raisins'
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
profitable.' Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have .raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
6ff er inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for ; . .

Dairying, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raisins '
make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. Fof certificate entitling you
to reduced, railway rates, illustrated
literature, maps, eacnpuon ui uuw
opportunities in maiuLuya, mp.
ttatcnewan, rtmerca ana sn
tish Columbia, etc., write
W. V. BENNETT
300 Peter's Trait Building
Omaha, Nab.
mtmUmé aw DMt W

Wm

'""i'fH

railroad from Fort Worth to Tucura- carl,, Col. C. H. Powel of Chicago is
now sending
out questionnaires to
farmers and business men along the
No recent work has been
done on the road. ,
The first "Home Rodeo" to "be held
in Clayton took place recently when
one of the largest crowds ever seen in
Clayton was .present.
Some of the
best riders and ropers in Union, Harding and Colfax counties participated
in the many events and special prizes
were awarded to the winners.
Harvey Burkett was found guilty of
second degree murder In his trial at
Fort Sumner, charged with the killing
of Ora Hall, near Ricardo, Feb. 6, and
sentenced to forty to fifty years in the
penitentiary. His attorney gave notice
of appeal.
The men were ranchers,
and tie killing followed a dispute over
range land.
The tipple at the Weaver coal mine
at Gallup was burned recently. Indi
cations are the fire was of Incendiary
origin. Authorities are investigating.
The loss, of the tipple caused a com
plete suspension, of operations at the
mine, throwing 172 miners out of work
temporarily. The damage was
at $40,000.
Committees are hard at work on the
plans for the big Indian fair which is
to be held in Gallufí Sept.
and
30 In the City park. Ray Alrlch and
Mike Kirk, Indian traders, have lined
up Indian dances as follows : The fire
dance of the Navajos, the Comanche
war dance of the Isletas, the Eagle and
the Butterfly dance of the Hopis.
The nude body of Guy Dernier, well- known in Phoenix and throughout Arl
zont, was found floating in the Arizona canal, near Black Cafion road,
On
about eight miles, from Phoenix.
the throat was found a deep abrasion
and the chest was bruised in a num
ber of places. About half a mile up
stream from where the body was dis
was
covered Dernier s ' automobile
found standing on the banks of the ca
nal. On the seat his clothes had been
neatly arranged.
Two brides in a double elopement
who are being detained In Albuquerque
following the arrests of their husbands
on a charge of having stolen the two
automobiles in which they came here
on their honeymoon, requested officers
to allow them to obtain work In Albu
querque and not be returned to their
homes in Laramie, Wyo. Authorities
right-of-wa-

'

28-2- 9

received advices to hold Deo E. Groat
and James A. Holoday, the bridegrooms, for authorities at Cheyenne,
Wyo.,

where the automobiles are

al-

leged to have been stolen.
Effective Oct. 1, the wages of all
empioyés of the Ray Consolidated Copper Company who are paid by the day
111 be Increased 10 per cent.
Officials of the oo;d mines in the
viqlnity of Raton report that the 1021
wage scale went Into effect the first
at September. The step was made to
make the wage scale the same as that
'
of competitive fields.
Preliminary statistics by the Depart
ment of Commerce reveal' a decrease
of 88.8 per cent In the. lumber cut of
Arizona and New Mexico mills during
L921 over the preceding year.
These
figures are the result of a careful cen
sus of the lumber industries in these
3tates conducted by the oureau of the
census, Department of Commerce, act
'

with the forest
service,. United States Department of
Lily Anything contagious?.
Agriculture. New Mexico's output full
Judge.
Dff 14 per cent, while that of Arizona
"Yes, melancholia."
of Its
bas shrunk to almost
Imnartant to Mother
1920 production estimate. The falling
Of
every
carefully
bottle
HVrnmine
To Retail Tobacco Merchants: If CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy iff In lumber production in the two
you with
states during 1921 is attributed by the
- your jobber cannot supply
for Infants ana cniiaren, ana see mat it forest service to the general slump in
ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
by
Bears the
Some thirty-sebusiness conditions.
pany will gladly send you prepaidrton
or
of
oneSignature
a
en mills were idle in the two states
parcel post
Ready-Rubbor
.
30 Years,
through the year.
of any size of Plug Slice
would In Use for Over
for the same price you
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
George Langford, game warden at
"
pay the jobber.
Chamberino, N. M., was shot In the
Summer Opera.
sack with a pistol the other day while
Badly Behaved Garment.
"Girlie, what was the name of that Irlvlng on the New Mexico state highconwhich
new
dress
Anita had a
opera you saw?"
way near the Deck farm at Chamberitinued to pull up and show her petti" 'The Belles of Organdy. H
no. He Is In a serious condition In
coats.
Providence hospital In El Paso. Dep-Qt- y
by this, the child said:
. Annoyed
Eyes
Mary
Sheriff Felipe Lucero of Las Cru-;eRefreshes
it
dress;
"Mother, can't you fix this
who investigated the case, arrestWhen, Your Eves feel Dull
certainly doesn't behave well."
and Heavy, roe Murine. It In
ed three men. Mystery surrounds the
tantlyRiltevchatTtredFeelln
shooting. .Two men are said to have
Ury, tnm, itrmg&y
Makes them Clear, Bright ana
make people
Sparkling. Hirmlcn. Sold and
btr
with
been riding. In the automobile
oía.
It
look Try
by
All
Dnusitu.
Recommended
LOOK OLD? Isn't
Beceniry
Langford. . When Langford was shot
kitfá n O.Ran Hlr
his car turned over and he was badly
11 brln,
Color E.or
A Suffering Benedict.
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Girls who pride themselves
on their appearance know
the value of a smooth and
fragrant skin. . .Three gen- of lovely women
an example in using
cleansing lather of
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Caskmere Bouquet Soap
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A FEELING OF SECURITY

You naturally feel secure when you
that the medicine you are about to
"My Linen skirts are awfly short
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Now I don't think that's wrong,
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp- And Mama says that Faultless Starch,
Root, kidney, liver and bladder remedy,
The same standard of purity, strength
Will make them wear quite long."
and excellence is maintained in every bot
tle of Swamp-Root- :
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder
troubles.
'
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle on Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root.
If you need a medicine, you should
or tints as you wish
Putnam Fadeless Dyes-d- yes
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this SAM SURELY MISJUDGED MULE MODERN DANCE SUMMED UP
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a Libelous to Call Animal Blind When Many Will Say That Farm Hand Was
When writing be sure
sample, bottle.
Not So Much Out of the Way,
Its Only Fault Was Absolute
and mention this paper. Advertisement.
in His Description.
Lack of Fear.
HAD TO MAKE FULL ROUND
Irene Castle said at a luncheon at
Mose was trying to sell. Sambo a
floor Palm Beacli :
on
lying
the
was
mule
'The
mule.
Clergyman Who Wanted to Test Vir- "Some men dance in a way that reof the barn. "I doan' wan no daid
tues of the Treadmill Given Full
me of a story.
minds
mule," said Sambo.
Opportunity.
" 'Howdy, Josh,' a farm hand said to
"He ain't ' dald," said Mose ; and
'Why ain't ye
his whip he forced the mule to another farm hand.
'A Britisher tells a story of a mem- with'
new
to
dancln' class
the
comln
been
reSambo
posture.
But
a standing
ber of the clergy who took too large a
in the Elks' hall down In the village?' "
cold on the proposition.
mained
mouthful on one occasion.
"'Dancln' class?' ,suld the second
"Ah see he ain't daid," said Sambo.
He was visiting the county jail and
'Haw, haw, haw I
hand.
I
farm
wants
done
run,
Ah
an
he kain't
expiated to a friend who was with "But
never
learn dancln'.'
couldn't
a mule as runs."
f
" 'Sure, ye could,' said the first farm
him on the virtues of the treadmill.
Mose, thus challenged,' with a vigorWarming up with his theme, he de'Why, it's dead easy. All ye
hand.
energized
mule
that
so
the
ous
clared that he often wished he had one awaykickwent, running down the street, got to do Is keep turnln' round and
it
at home to give, lilm the gentle exerwipin' yer feet. "
,
with marvelous speed.
cise he required, .and to remove his
activity of
at
delight
'Sam's
the
But
friend's skepticism, he asked the
for bang,
The Wayfarers.
the mule was short-livewarden to give him a turn. '
head-ointo a tree.
ran
Two wayfarers met on the road to
mule
the
Round went the wheel, the clergyman
"Fo dé lord," exclaimed Sam, "he Normalcy.
declaring that the movement whs de"How's everything?" asked the first
dald; he kin run, but he's blind.
ain't
lightful; but after two minutes he had
wan no blind mule."
Ah,
...
doan
traveler.
had enough and desired the officer to
"Rotten," said the second traveler.
"What's dat you say?" cried Mose.
stop the mill. To his horror the off"You all calls a mule like dat blind? "How's everything with you?"
icer answered :
lordy, lordy, boy, dat mule ain't
"The same way. What's the name
"Very sorry, sir, but I can't. It's Why,
doan' give a whoop!" of that tavern down the road?"
jes
He
blind.
timed to go 15 minutes and won't stop."
Judge.
"It's called 'Reduced Wages,' and
food and beds to all who come."
offers
Found at Last.
a better Inn back this way,
know
"I
Thought.
Single
With
a
Two
A Carrollton
Western Exchange
While hunting deer in northern Wis- a bit, called 'Idleness.' The food and
citizen who went to the northern
beds are poor, but the oratory's
lakes returned. Inst week and con- consin I hid in the grass near a river. great." Birmingham
move
something
the
across
saw
fessed that he hadn't caught a single Soon I
fish. Diogenes may now blow oui his stream back of a log ; a bear, I decided,
Sweet Daddyl
light, and lie down to pleasant dreams. and moved. Into position to get a good
Ben (dramatically) All the world
All at once the supposed bear
shot.
Boston Evening Transcript.
jumped up, waving both arms and loves a lover.
Gwen You are llnble to change
shouting: "Don't shoot I I thought you
girl
man
a
think
makes
The way a
you ask my father's
she is clever is by acting' as if she were a deer, and was waiting to get a your mind when
good shot at you." Chicago Journal. consent. Tennessee Mugwump.
thinks he Is.
know
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Life Partners
Nature,
THE unionfor life.
of

bruised.

Science and the Farmer is a

In the golden sheaves of living wheat, and in the wavNature stores the vital
elements of human power and energy which Science cong
food.
the famous
verts into Grape-Nut- s
Grape-Nut- s
with milk or cream is a complete food, which
contains all the nutrition (including the mineral elements)y
required for making rich, red blood, and for building sturdy-bodtissue, sound bone structure and strong, healthy
nerve cells.
easy to
baking process makes Grape-Nut- s
The
digest and develops that delicious, sweet flavor and crisp-nethat has made this food a favorite the world over.
ing, shimmering fields of barley

body-buildin-

20-ho- ur

ss

'Therms

a Reason

s,

-1-

Rain Water and
Pure Soap

.

estl-mate-

A Colorado Case

It's the same with tobacco, too.
Somebody smoking a fancy brand
offers you his pouch, and Just to be a
good fellow you take a pipeful (feeling
a little pang of conscience as you push
the unfamiliar tobacco into your pet
pipe). And you smoke it. It may be
very good tobacco. Perhaps you can't
even decide what, if anything, is the

few

,'

"Pa, what is personality?"
"Personality, my boy, is that peculiar charm which will get a man
service in a busy garage when he's
really in a hurry.".

fancy pipe?

.

'

.

St, Indianapolis,

Honestly,
do you like a

f

and Arizona

mm

completely run down and
not able to do my housework. I just
dragged myBelf around and did not
have energy to get up when once I sat
down. I read advertisements of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound in our paper The Indiana Daily
Times,' and learned all about it 1 received resulta from the very first bottle and now I am doing all my own
work, even washing and ironing, and
I never felt better in my life. I tell
all my friends it is due to you." Mrs.
Elizabeth Reinbold, 403 NPine

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" con
tains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
she can nut a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
sweaters, coverings, draperieB, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guarNew Mexico's school bill this year anteed. Just tell your druggist whether
will be from $700,000 to $800,000 under the material you wish to dye is wool or
silk,
whether it is linen, cotton, or
last year's, according to State School mixed orgoods. Diamond
Dyés never streak,
Auditor John Joerns.
spot, fade or run. Advertisement.
Eoy Calvin, 18, of Lavena, wounded
Ungallant
by a ricochet bullet when Policeman.
The car was crowded, for it was the
George Harding shot at the tires of the
automobile he was driving, died at time of day when worklngmen were
returning home from their work.
Phoenix.
One of the most disastrous fires In Among the straphangers was a woman
Des Moines for many years occurred who, not being pleased with the service
recently when the two large store- she was receiving, was trying In a
houses belonging to E. E. Cory were roundabout way to induce a certain
man to give up his seat. Finding her
destroyed.
efforts useless she said In despair,
Re
The new oil well of the Midwest
fining Company between Farmlngton "He would not get up for, his grandand Shlprock, is now down to the mother."
The man referred to, feeling that
depth of 500 feet. The drilling is proforbearance had ceased to be a virgressing rapidly.
"Do you
Nestor Candelaria, a railway shop tue, turned to his tormentor:
woman
vote
should
like a
a
think
striker, died at his home in Albu';.
querque from injuries sustained in a man?" he asked.
"I surely do," she answered.
fight. Officers are searching for a
"Then stand like a man," was his
shop worker who Is said to have struck
reply. Indianapolis News.
Candelaria.
At work In earnest on the proposed

New Mexico

These Letters Recommending Lydia E. Pink--"
ham's Vegetable Compound Will Interest You
Younpstown, Ohio. "Last fall I
began to feel mean and my back hurt
me and I could hardly do my little bit
of housework. I was played out
when I would just sweep one room
and would have to rest I would have
to put a cushion behind me when I
would sit down ánd atnight I could not
Bleep unless I had something under
my back. I had awful cramps every
month and was Just nearly all in.
Finally my husband said to me one
day, 'Why don't you try Lydia E.
Pinkham's medicine?' and I said, 'I
am willing to take anything if I could
get well again.' So Í took one bottle
and a second one and felt better and
the neighbors asked me what I was
doing and said, 'Surely it must be doing you good all right' I have just
finished my eighth bottle and I cannot express to you how I feel, the
way I would like to. If you. can use
this letter you are welcome to it and
if any woman does not believe what I
have written to be true, she can write
to me and I will describe my condition to her as I have to you." Mrs.
Elmer Heasley. 141 S. Jackson St, '
Youngstown, Ohio,
i
"I was very nervous and rundown," writes Mrs. L. E. Wiese of
706 Louisa St., New Orleans, La. "I

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

Southwest News
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SPANISH-AMERICA-
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Grape2Nuts

Sold by grocers everywhere!
Made by Postnm Cereal Company, Ido., Battle Creek, Mich.
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ROY SCHOOL NOTES

The Primary rootns have

in- -

FOR SALE

.reased their enrollment until all
awnches are nowtfilled.
The stage of the church is being used by grade one, and it is
.

'

line-

u

to the limit.('
Huzh Gray and Eldridge
Blood were new pupila this week.
Mattie Gunn has withdrawn
from Roy school tó enter, Las
jras. The teacher and pupils re
gret loosing her.
The beginning class in Span
They
; ish is doing good work.
text
studying
the,
only
not
.are diligently,
but they are
book
: Also trvine to sret hold of con
versational Spanish. They like
;
to be addressed in Spanish as
Violeta, Aleña, Roberto, Arturo;
and those who unfortunately
have names that cannot be trans
'
lated seem rather disappointed.
'"'Luis Aguas" was fortunate
enough to have two translatable
,

2,000 BUSHELS

-

f
--

;

New Mexico must have a protective 'tariff
'
,
wool and other products.
Other states need protection fpr their products, agricultural, mineral and manufactured.

,
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,
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The

MILES WEST OF SPRINGER

For particuars address

H. S. McENDARPER
BOX 1, MIAMI, NEW MEXICO
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STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.
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country.

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.
Republican candidate for United States Senator.
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even scattering peaLIBERTY
nuts for us to scramble after.
Those withdrawn thus far are
This community was visited
by a fine rain last Monday afterOtis Harris, Hazel and Dollie
Mary Woods, Harold and noon, it is the finest rain which
Reginald Gunn, Mildred Gunn has reached the people who lived
in the western portion of the disand Mattie Gunn.
If you should hear an unusual trict, it is so wet the farmers
noise about the building that you are vacationing from their wheat
can't quite account for just sowing and other farm work,
charge it up to the class in vocal
Mr. D. P. Moore has sold his
music.
valuable farm to 'Mr. U. H.
Frazier of Gould, Oklahoma. Mr.
Moore had one of the best farms
WILL FLY TO ROAD
MEET HERE in this community, and we believe Mr. Frazier is justly proud
J . M , Gordon, the Dawspn of his new possesion, he and his
aviator announces that he will family moved into , their home
fly down in his new plane, to at- - last Monday, and expect to make
tena me roaa convention nere a number bJ" improvements
hext Monday and Tuesday, "Sept-po- rt Which Vill ádd to the appearance
ember 25th and 26th
During of the place and to their comfort.
two days, Mr Gordon. will We welcome the Frazier family
do' sbhié exhibition flvins' as well to this' community ; and trust
&A carry
passengers on short they ,may feel' at home among
K':
flights, over the mesa! He, will US. ''.;"-leave the coal city shortly after ..'.Mr..'Geoi; .'.Warthian made a
nine o'clock on the morning of business trip to Roy Wednesday.
the 25th and should arrive in
Miss. Irene Nówiin, teacher oí
at about ten o'clock
the Independence School, spent
the week end with home folks. The Young Peoples Class of
DANIEL K. SADLER
the Liberty Ltnion Sunday School
Attorney-at-Laenjoyed a pleasant evening in
the home of Mr, and Mrs. Chas
International Bank Bld.
on last Saturday evening.
Mericle
'RATON, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Moore
are disposing of their household
effects, preparatory to leaving
for an extensive visit in the east.
Here's wishing Mr. and .Mrs.
Moore much pleasure in their
II trip 'as they have spent the past
fourteen years irf building up a
home here and deserve a good
vacation.
The Liberty Union Sunday
School is progressing nicely under the leadership of Mr 5 Hugh
Mitchell, despite the fact, that
so many have gone away to
school. .Our interest is good
and attendance and collections
are fine. Everyone is cordially
invited to attend.
The. prayer meeting service
which meets each Sunday evening at 7 :3() is progressing nicely
aad everyone is helping. Mr,
Tracy Mitchell was our leader
last Sunday evening with "Charity" as his subject, and conduct-- maybe-A
ed the services in a splendid, man
generally,

De-Fre-

Dr. Price's U
baking powder
Vblue on the market. Of unvarying .high
quality, it produces food of the finest textura
ths-greate-

and flavor. "Never leaves bitter taste.
'
Your grocer may have some eans of
Dr. Price's left at the extraordinary special
sale price recently offered. Aak him about it.
Send for the VNew Dr. Price Cook Book."
f's Free. Price Baking Powder Factory,
'

-

1001

.'

Independence Boulevard, Chicago.

Large can, 12 ounces, only 25c
-- ::y.

Yüm YümT'A Turker Dinner
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CALL FOR A REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION '

Choose s

.
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ITS TOASTED

sometimes-But

groceries everyday.

.

1

V

.

. :

A home once in a life time.
An automobile once a year
new dress once a month

Wciqarettie

w

The Housewife

ii

lw,

It's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a delightful

quality that can
not bo duplicated

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior

Á County Convention of the
Republican Party, of Harding
County, will be held at Roy on
the. 29th, day of September A.
D . 1922, for the purpose of hom- linating' a full County and Legis
lative Ticket, to be voted upon
the 7th, day of November, 1922.
Proxies when held by a duly
named delegate of his or her precinct will be recognized, and no
delegate will be entitled to more
than four proxies, and only from
t
his or her own precinct.
The different precincts of Hard
ing County will be entitled1 to
the following.' Delegates, básed
on votes for Senator, Sept. ,1921

and Precinct Chairmen are

tre-(juest-ed

call their precinct
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. caucus . in time to give the
M. August 21, 1922.
matter due publicity; in order to
:
NOTICE is hereby given that eliminate any contest of dele'r,
Zacarías Ebell, of Roy, Harding gations at the convention,
Delegates
County, New Mexico, who, on No. .' Precinct
Mosquero
10
September, 11th, 1919, made 1
- Solano
.4
Homestead entry, No. 025572, 2
,16
Roy
Sec. 4. N 3
for SWi;
'
; Mills
5
NW4-NEsection 4
1 "
Kephart
9. Township 18N, Range 25E, N. 5
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice 6
,..' i'l
1
Bradley
of intention to make Final Three 7
3 j
Albert .
Year Proof ta establish,. claim 8
2
David
to the land above described; be- 9
2
Old Rosebud
fore F.H. Foster, U. S. Commis- 10
Lower Mosquero
2
sioner, at his office at Roy, New 11
2
Gallegos
Mexico, on- the 5th day of Octo- 12
Í3
Bryantine
1
ber, 1922.
Logan
Claimant names as witnesses : 14
2
1 7
Rosebud
Julian Sandoval, Leandro Archu 15
Cone
2
leta, Manuel Archuleta and Jes- 16
1
us Madina all of Roy, New Mex. 17.
Abbott
18
Bueyeros
7
H. H Errett,
19
5
Sabino
Register
..
-

to- -

W-SEi-

E14-NW1-

A,

.

4,

4,

,

.

.'

'

;.

.

Mrs. James Chistman will be
the leader next Sunday evening;
This . organization expects to
start a Bible study about Oct.,
1st, with Mrs, Geo. Lucas as
teacher, and all persons who are
interested in this course of study
will be welcome to join us.
Miss Lola Newman, our effi
cient school ma'am, and her
69
Total
Meet us at the ELITE CAFE
sister Pearl, spent the week end Suoday
Dated at Roy, New Mexico,
noon, they will serve this 21., day of Sept., 1922.
at the parential Newman home
a real Turkey Dinner.
near Solano.1
E. J. H. Roy,
'
Chairman
Next week's S. A. will con- Attest:
Irving Ogden of the Mora Pat
Remigio Lopez,
riot spent a few days on the tain a complete writeup about
mesa the first of the week. The every candidate ,on the DemoSecretary
S. A. acknowledges a friendly cratic County Ticket and as
caí from Mr .Ogden. We un- soon as the Republican Conven
J. B. Proctor, the hustling
derstand that Mr. and Mrs. Og
realestate dealer of Mills was in
den will again become residents tion is held a like WTiteup will; town Wednesday morning .J. B.
'
of Harding County after Jan- appear about the Republican Can is a hustler and if anyone can
uary; 1st.
sell dirt it isBasil.
didates.
-

k

t

.

,

g; K, pAXTON GRO CO
.

.

1
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It isn't difficult however, when she trades at

nrHE FOOD STORE"

Sunday",

at the ELITE CAFE

.

-..

Saves money
Insures whole
some
food
Contains No Alum

fel-.R- oy

v
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MIAMI ORCHARDS

We cannot have a protective tariff for New
Mexico and no protection" for the, rest of our

I

i4

at

-
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shop was put up last week. Ask
.Joseph and Louis about the ants.
'Mr. Potts: "Artur.. go back
v there ard get those tong3."
..Arthur: (About five min-- j Edna. John and Katharine Gray,
utos late "These," holding up
Salome Naranjo, Opal and Syl
sopie kindling, ?
vester Flood, Ralto Goss, Hugh
Prof, Lantow. head of the de- - Gray and Eldredge Blood.
partir cut of animal husbandry
A new desk has been ordered
State College, was a cal'er at
at
"
the first grade teacher and
for
Mr. Pott3' department one day
be here the first cf next
should
tthls week.
week.
G. W. Strong, our cnnty
agent, also stopped a Our agriculture and domestic
minutes
few
oh his way to anoth science departments are much in
ver part of the county.
need of a few more chairs.
Our report cards ; have been
Mr. Larkins, of Las Vegas,
accompanied by his wife, spent ordered, and the records óf the
.Monday in Roy, in the interests grades will be sent to the parents
of the publishing comnany which at the end of each month. The
high school teachers will report
he represents, Ginn & Co.
every
six "weeks We hope the
His visit at the high school ws
a very profitable one to the parents will take time to exam
school as well as a nleasant one me these reports
to the superintendent . Thru
Our visitors since ur last re--1
arV: Mesdames Quy Ander- him we are to rereiv some very
Tie'nful reference books.
son, George Towers and Young--thes- e
blood,
. Hazel and Dollie DeFrees have
withdrawn to enter the school at iHave "you '' seen; the signs
Mosquero. We regret to give "drive slow'' which; our 'boys- at
them up, but of course it is nice the shop made and which are
to be at home, and they will get posted on the streets leading to
the same work there that they thP school ? If you will heed
'
would here perhaps.
them it may save some little
Ruth Pritz, Katharine Gray low a lot of suffering or possibly
and Josephine Scott are new ad- his life.
ditions to our high school this
There is no better janitor in
week.
the state than Uncle Mike. 'He
We now have in the grades keeps our rooms neat and clean,
222 pupils. Those entering this keeps the papers picked up off
week are: Eva Naranjo, Ama- - the yard, sees that our balls are
dro Naranjo, Ophelia Trujillo, taken care of and looks after us

-

Best winter varieties- -

for all
fair for

This is rong in principle, for it represents
the heibht of selfishness. It is bad in practice
for no tariff can be written on such a basis . ' A
foolish man might take such a position in good
faith, but these democrats are ñót fools. Tn
this wrld, he who gets must give.

V

j?

jj

"

states.

V

'ifThe Agriculture classes have
dtsne a good deal of shop work
since school opened.1 The boys
dfon't dare leave their keys at
' Mrr.e or lose them.
If they do
; they v. ill have to' bear the coh- sequence . Ask Louis, about it .
knows .'

.

'';'
another.
There are democrats, judging by their
rotes, who believe in a protective tariff for the
.products of their own states, but not for other

'
.names.
physiologies
The high school
have been received and the class
"
is promised plenty of vork from
ifpw on . Some experiments will
' ik made which will be very help-- :
'fui to the students in their work.
f The Freshman class is a noisy
? addition to the high school..

lie
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Republicans believe in " protection
who need it. What is fair for one' is"

"

'

her
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